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P ostm asters to A ssist C ensus Enum 
erators.
The Handel Choral Society of Col-

Baseball.

PERSONAL.

DEATH.

: Ursinus opened the home season
on Saturday with a one-sided vic
tory over Williamson Trade School,
10 to 2. With one exception the
Ursinus men showed fairly good
form. At the bat they were strong,
securing eleven hits. Coach Price
made several changes in the.line up
during the, game. • Palmer, the new
pitcher and fielder, started the
game in the box and ip the fourth
inning was Relieved by Horton, who
pitched the remainder of the game.
West was given a try-out at first
base but his work was not satisfac
tory and he changed places with
y, who had been playing right
Id- Sloanaker a’nd McNeil were
also ;put in the last innings. The
real test of the Ursinus nine will
come next Saturday when Princeton
University will be played at Prince
ton. The University team has de
feated Lehigh and Dickinson, both
of Ursinus’ class, by one-sided
scores and what sort of a showing
Price’s men will make has been a
subject of considerable discussion.

Miss Katherine Hobson of Wilson
College, Chambersburg, is spend
ing the spring vacation at her home
here.
Miss Dora Moyer was home over
Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Preston has returned from a
winter’s stay at Holmesburg, Pa.
Misses Mary and Lizzie Kratz on
Friday entertained Miss Mary Ann
Deeds and Mrs. PrestoD.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward David vis
ited relatives in Lower Providence,
Sunday.
George Rimby is suffering an at
tack of tonsilitis.
Winfred Landes, a senior at Penn
sylvania State College, has been
spending some time with his par
ents.
Mr. and Mrs. George Berron, of
Philadelphia, visited relatives here
Sunday.
Mrs. Katie Hendricks, and Sara
Casselberry of Oaks, are on a visit
to Rev. C. E. Wehler and wife of
Mooresville, North Carolina.
John C. Bechtle, of Germantown,
was in town on Thursday.
Mr. Victor Fegleyand Miss Helen
Fegley, of Philadelphia, were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Gristoek,
Sunday.
Wideburn Gristoek and son of
Philadelphia, were recent guests of
Mrs. Harriet Gristoek.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Detwiler and
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Price were
the Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
David Reiner.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Koons vis
ited relatives in Sumneytown on
Sunday.

Mrs. W. O. Taylor, of Limerick,
died on Tuesday evening of last
week, aged about 45 years. Mrs.
Taylor had been a sufferer'for sev
eral years. She is survived by her
husband, one daughter, Anna, and
one son, Kirby, who is in the U. S.
Navy. The funeral was held on
Friday. Interment at the Limerick
Centre cemetery; undertaker F. W.
Shalkop in charge.

ANNUAL MAY FESTIVAL.

PARAGRAPHS. OF LOCAL
AND GENERAL INTEREST.

______________________ riS

legeville, under the direction of Pro
fessor John Myron Jolls of Ursinus
College, announces a strong pro
gram for the annual May Festival,
which will be held this year on
Thursday and Friday, May 12 and
13. The ihain feature of the Thurs
day evening concert will be S. Coleridge-Taylor’s “ Hiawatha’s Wed
ding Feast. ” On Friday afternoon
a leading place will be given to the
new cantata by Perly Dunn Aidrich, entitled “ The Sleeping Woodnymph,” dedicated to tbe Handel
Choral Society and here given its
first public rendition. Friday even
ing will be devoted to the oratorio,
“Elijah” by Mendelssohn. The
Handel Society, numbering some
eighty voices, has been in constant
training for almost two years and
under the direction of Professor
dolls, whose ability is becoming
widely recognized, may be depended
iupon to do its work well. Parts
will be taken by the Men’s Glee
Club and the Girls’ Glee Club of
IJrsinus College, both of which are
represented in their full strength
in the Choral Society.

—The trees will soon be dressed
green and laden with sweet
scented blossoms.
—Arbor day to-morrow, April 8.
—Plant trees, or vines, or both.
—Those who plant trees help to
make the earth more beautiful and
habitable.
—The tree planting habit is a
very good one.
—Read how “ Health Forces De
feat Death” ; page 7.
—A regular meeting of Town
Council was held Friday evening.
It was decided to maintain the old
tax rate—3 i mills for borough and
11 mills for bond purposes.
—The extenior wood work of J.
C. Landes’ residence has been
much improved in appearance by
the application of white paint.
—J. T. Ebert is having an auto
garage constructed on his premises
. for the housing of his new machine,
—The Mennonite Sunday School,
new Yerkes, was reopened Sunday
morning.
—A regular meeting of the Cres
cent Literary Society, of Yerkes,
was held Saturday evening.
—Abram Walt, of Royersford, was
stricken with paralysis last week
and is unable to talk.
—It is Sometimes too late to mend
but never too late to promies
amends.—Florida Times-Union.
—Reading had 51 new cases of
measles, within the last week, and
half as many cases of mumps.
—On the first day that he worked
in America, Philip Ignar was badly
burned in a Pottstown iron mill by
the splash of molten metal from a
mass of cinder.
i—Word has been received at his
former home in Pottstown that
Wiley Lloyd, a young man, and his
lady friend were killed in an auto
collision at Sterling, Kansas.
—The Tuberculosis Aid Society of
Berks county is perfecting a sys
tematic organization throughout the
county.
—A new camp of the Patriotic
Order Sons of America has been or
ganized at Phoenixville, with Elmer
Speece as president.
—Pottstown’s Board of Health is
taking measures to abate the nuis
ance of pig-pen and unarched runs
in that town.
—Jos. K. Rotbermel, residing in
Ruscombmanor township, Berks
county, has caught this season 17
raccoons, a fox, 55 skunks and 19
opossums.
—John Keely, of Norristown, had
a leg broken in falling from a Penn
sylvania Railroad train at Phoenix
ville.
—Hogs sell on the Kansas City
market this week for approximately
the same price that Councilmen
bring in Pittsburg.—Kansas City
Star.
—Boyertown will have a flag-rais
ing day on April 23, when a large
flag will be flung to the breeze on
the new Lincoln school grounds,
and to each individual school will
be presented a'smaller flag.
ie

Postmaster,Culbert, of this burough, has received instructions as
follows from the Postmaster General
at Washington: In order to facilitate
the collection by the Census Bureau
of accurate statistics of agriculture,
you are directed to assist the sched
ule of agriculture to all farmers re
ceiving mail at your post-office. On
the application of the enumerator
you will inform him of the number
of farmers living'in his district who
receive their mail a.t your office; and
on receipt of the schedules already
inclosed in the penalty envelopes,
with which you will be supplied by
the enumerator, you will please
address one to each farmer, deliver
ing promptly in the same manner as
other mail. The enumerator will
also furnish you with a few addi
tional copies of the blanks which
can be used to supply farmers over
looked in the first instance, or those
who may lose or destroy the sched
ules originally furnished them.

D estructive Forest Fire N ear Valley
Forge.

Saturday night a destructive
forest fire swept over the hills near
Valley Forge, and for twenty-four
hours the State Park was very seri
ously threatened. The farmhouse
of Senator Philander C. Knox was
saved Sunday by a foree of men,
who shoveled dirt around the build
ing. When it was found that the
house was in the path of the flames
as many men as could be employed
were brought from tbe village and
put to work, A trench was dug
about forty feet from the house and
the earth was thrown up to •resem
ble breastworks. The fire burned
everything in sight until it reached
the fresh earth and then died out.
The fire started on the General
Fisher side of the historic battle
ground, and it is believed to have
resulted from a spark from an en
gine used to haul cars out of a
sand pit.
Norristown R efuses to Join S tate
H ospital In Building Sew age Plant.

Dr. Samuel Dixon, of Harrisburg,
has sent word to 'the State Hospital
trustees that they are to proceed
with the erection of a sewage dis
posal plant. The State Hospital
was to erect a disposal plant in con
junction with the borough of Nor
ristown, but the borough has re
fused. Dr. Dixon states that tbe
borough will be proceeded against
unless the law is complied with and
a plant is erected.
Big Block of Stock Sold.

I

Reading T ransit L eases Schuylkill
Valley Lines.

All that portion of the Interstate
Railways system situated in the
Schuylkill Valley was leased Fri
day to the Reading Transit Com
pany by a vote of the dicectors of
tne Interstate Company at a meet
ing held in Philadelphia. The lines
leased comprise abbut 250 miles of
track, out of the 540 miles originally
operated by the Interstate Com
pany. The leasing of the lines is a
carrying out of the decision on the
part of the Interstate Company to
cease being an operating company.
According to John Rigg, the presi
dent of the company, all the lines
will be leased and the company sim
ply continue as a holding company.

Beginning April 10 in Pottstown
and ending April 13 at Scranton,
Booker T. Washington, Principal of
the well known industrial school for
negroes at Tuskegee, Alabama, will
make four public addresses in East
ern Pennsylvania in the interest of
negro education in the South and
the school of which he is the head.
The purpose of Mr. Washington
in making this journey through
Eastern Pennsylvania is to explain
the present situation of negro edu
cation and extend the interest of
Northern people in the work that
schools like Tuskegee are doing to
improve tbe condition of the masses
of the negro people. The meetings
are open to the. public without
Workman Injured on Railroad Bridge.
charge.
Tbe construction of two of the
bridges being rebuilt by the Perki- Balky Horse Defied Fire—Carriage
omen Railroad Company between
Burned.
Perkiomen Junction and Allentown
After vainly trying every known
was completed on Sunday. The
means to get his balky horse to
bridges are situated at Greenlane
move, Oliver Kulp, a farmer of Pleas
and Palm. A serious accident be ant Run, near Pennsburg, as a last
fell Frank Light, of Philadelphia,
resort, Friday, built a fire near the
one of the men working on the
nag, and as a result is nursing
structure at Greenlane. He fell
badly-blistered hands and owns a
about twenty feet from the tracks to
ruined carriage. When the flames
the base of the bridge. .Several ribs
shot up the old nag made a leap for
were broken and he was cut about
ward and again remained glued to
the head. The injured man is not
the spot, leaving the wagon stand
expected to recover.
ing directly over the flames. The
vehicle, of course, caught fire.
The Fish H atchery a t Erie.

Tbe new State fish hatchery at
Erie is to.be one of the most exten
sive in the United StatesA One of
the lakes, nearly a mile in length,
will be devoted to the propagation of
sturgeon, another to batching muscallonge. Two other natural lakes
there will enable the State to turn
out nearly half as many black bass
annually as the State now turns out
of trout. It will also enable the
State to hatch annually as many
yellow perch as the entire output of
all kinds fish at the present time
each year.

On Saturday afternoon 155 shares
of stock of the National Bank of
Pottstown were sold in a block to a
business man, at $144 per share.
The par value is $50. It was sold
by the executors of the estate of
Mrs. Esther Ritter, late of Potts
town, whose entire fortune was in
vested in the above bank. Recently U rsinus Glee Club and O rchestra on
W eek’s Trip.
50 shares of the same stock were
sold and some of them brought $145
The Glee Club and Orchestra of
per share.
Ursinus College left town Sunday
afternoon and will be away until
M eeting of Fire Company.
Saturday night. The musical or
A meeting of the Collegeville Fire ganization are concluding their sea
Company will be held this Thurs son with a series of concerts in
day evening at 7.45. All member^ chprcbes in N. York, Brooklyn,and
are urgently requested to be present. Mporestown, N. J. The clubs will
stop off at Princeton on their way
C hosen P reacher.
There is more Catarrh in this section of home, Saturday, to witness the UrJacob K. Bowers of Trappe has the country than all other diseases put to sinus-Princeton game.
been chosen preacher of the Breth gether, and until the last few years was
supposed to be incurable. For a great
ren’s church at Graterford.
The Demon of the A ir

is the germ of LaGrippe, that, breathed in
brings suffering to thousands. Its after
effects are weakness, nervousness, lack of
appetite, energy and ambition, with dis
ordered liver and kidneys. The greatest
need then is Electric Bitters, tbe splendid
tohic, blood purifier and regulator of
Stomach, Liver and Kidneys. Thousands
have proved that they wonderfully
strengthen the nerves, build up the system
and restore health and good spirits after
an attack of grip. If suffering, try them.
Only 50c. Perfect satisfaction guaranteed
by Joseph W. Culbert, druggist, Collegeville, and by M. T. Hunsicker, Ironbridge.

many years doctors pronounced it a local
disease and prescribed local remedies, and
by constantly failing to cure with local
treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Science has proven catarrh to he a consti
tutional disease and therefore requires
constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure, manufactured by F. J, Cheney & Co.,
Toledo, Ohio, is the only constitutional
cure qb the market. I t is taken internally
in doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonlul.
It acts directly on the blood and muscous
surfaces of the system. They offer one
hundred dollars for any case it fails to
cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO.,Loledo,
Ohio. Sold by all druggists, 7Sc.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for consti
pation.

Booker T. W ashington Booked for
Pottstown.

Saved From the Grave.

“I had about given up hope, after nearly
four years of suffering from a severe lung
trouble,” writes Mrs. M. L. Dix, of
Clarksville, Tenn. “Often the pain in my
chest would he almost unbearable and I
could not do any work, but Dr. King’s
New Discovery has made me feel like a
new person. I t’s the best medicine made
for the throat and lungs.” Obstinate
coughs, stubborn colds, hay fever, la
grippe, asthma, croup, bronchitis, hemor
rhages, hoarseness and whooping cough,
yield quickly to this wonderful medicine.
Try it. 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottles free.
Guaranteed by Joseph W. Culbert, drug
gist, Collegeville, and by M. T. Hunsicker,
Ironbridge.

New Trial Refused.

In the case of the John Hancock
Ice Company vs. the Perkiomen
Railroad Company, the court, Mon
day morning, handed down alengthy
opinion refusing a new trial. This
was a suit for damages for the burn-;
ing of the ice house of the plaintiffs,
as the result, it was alleged, of
sparks coming from the defendant’s
engine. Two trials were held in
the case. The last verdict was one
for the ice company.

C om m issions of Executors Disputed.

How much should executors of a
two and three million dollar estate
receive? This question was the sub
ject of testimony and argument for
the greater portion of a day’s ses
sion of the Orphan’s Court, last
week. The question is involved in
the estate of Joseph Sinnott, tbe
Philadelphia whisky manufacturer,
who resided near Rosemont, in
Lower Merion township. The exe
cutors of the estate, which is said to
be worth $2,500,000, claim that they
are entitled to the usual compensa
tion, 5 per cent. Some of the heirs
deem that this charge is excessive,
considering the amount which is
thus derived, and hold that a reduc
tion of 2 per cent., making their re
numeration 3 per cent., would be
more nearly correct.
Movings-

Miss Mary Ann Deeds has stored
her household goods in the ball
above Fenton’s store and will spend
the spring and summer visiting
friends and relatives.
Hupert Yost and family last week
moved from Miss Mary Hale’s house
on Fifth avenue to one of the houses
owned by W. P. Fenton on the
same street.
Frank Widemoyer on Thursday
removed to Pottstown where with
his family be will take possession of
Will Em igrate to C anada.
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Rambo, who a house about the middle of this
some time ago sold their farm, near month.
Phoenixville, and disposed of their
New G randstand a t th e College.
personal property, will remove to
E.
S. Poley, of Trappe, has the
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, the
contract
to erect a grandstand on
latter part of this month. At pres
ent they are stopping at 1256 Wal the athletic field and has begun
nut street, Harrisburg. May good work on its construction. The
health and success attend them in stand will be placed in such a
position at the southern extreme of
their new home.
the field that it will be a desirable
Boy W ill Lose S ig h t of Both Eyes. place from which to watch contests
both in baseball and football. It
Norman, fifteen-year-old son of G. will be fifty feet long and have
Taylor Reiff of Conshohocken, will eleven tiers of seats. Contractor
lose the sight of both eyes as a re Poley will have it completed for the
sult of the explosion of a twenty- Delaware game on April 23.
two calibre gun with which he was
playing. He was firing at a small
Fatally Burned.
object when the gun exploded.
After suffering dreadfully for
three days from burns received
The Call of the Blood
for purification, finds voice in pimples, while destroying weeds, etc., in her
bpils, sallow complexion, a jaundiced yard, Mrs. Patrick Gear, of River
look, moth patches and blotches on the
skin--all signs of liver trouble. But Dr. Road near Swedeland, died Sunday
King’s New Life Pills make rich red blood; On Wednesday previous Mrs. Gear
give clear skin, rosy cheeks, fine com
plexion, health. Try them. 25c. at J. W. was burning dead weeds etc., when
Culbert’s drug store, Collegeville, and at
the flames ignited her dress.
M. T. Hunsicker’s store, Ironbridge.

I. O- of O. F. Officials Installed.

District Deputy Baer, of Potts
town, installed the following officers
of Economy Lodgfe, No. 397, I. O. of
O, F., this borough, Saturday even
ing: N. G., John Barrett; V. G.,
John H. Brunner. Noble Grand’s
appointments: R. Si, Wm. Custer;
L. S., Geo. F. Clamer; Chaplain, H.
L. Saylor; Warden, Thomas Hall
man; Conductor, John G. Fubrmah;
R. S. S., A. Heyser Detwiler; L. S.
S. , Nelson Fegley. Vice Grand’s
appointments: R. S., Jacob Rahn;
;L. S., Howard L. Miller; O. G.,
Warren Grater; I. G., Frank Smull.
Trustee elected: Andrew Pfleiger.
After the installation ceremonies a
collation was served.
Golden Eagles Sued.

Alleging that Hancock Castle, No.
88, Knights of the Golden .Eagle, of
Norristown, is indebted to him to
the extent of $159 for sick benefits,
which sum they refuse to pay,
Ferdinand A. Evans, of that bor
ough through his attorney, J. P.
Hale Jenkins, Monday morning,
filed equity proceedings in the Prothpnotary’s office with a view of se
curing that amount.
S tudents Good C arpenters.

A number of students at Ursinus
recently built a backstop on the
athletic field. Professional car
penters could not have made a
better job of it. A backstop is
usually not constructed on lines
designed to particularly appeal to
asthetic tastes but the, one which
now graces Ursinus’ field is really
less offensive to the fastidious than
most of its kind.
Valuable Novelties- -

The Item says:“ Dr. Shrawder, of
Collegeville, was in town on Mon
day and showed some valuable nov
elties. He would like to organize a
manufacturing company and offers
Schwenksville a fine chance. ” The
Item is right. The Dr. has a
number of valuable contrivances,
including a door closer, that would
prove to be ready sellers on the
market.
Dr. H unsberger W ants New Trial-

Attorney T. Lane Bean, counsel
for Dr. J. Newton Hunsberger, of
Skippack, has filed six reasons for a
new trial in the civil action of John
L. Blake vs. Dr. Hunsberger. At.
the recent term of March Court Mr..
Blake secured a verdict against Dr.
Hunsberger. The contention is thatDr. Hunsberger sold Mr. Blake a.
horse that was “ unsound.”
Laying Sew age Pipes.

Sewage pipes are being laid from
the rear Of Schreiner hall to connect
with the main sewer system at the
college buildings.
Killed by Lightning In M arch.

Wm. Rimcus, of South Fayette
township, Allegheny county, tfiis
State was killed by lighting begin ing of last week. He was sitting
under a tree while a storm was in
progress, and when his family dis
covered him prostrate after a par
ticularly vivid flash of electricity
they were horrified to find that he
was dead. The outlines of the tree
under which he sat were repro
duced in a perfect manner on his
back. The heels of both shoes
were off and could not be found.
His feet were not burned nor was
the clothing on the lower part of his
body, but the hair was scorched off
his head.
Some copper pennies
that he bad in his pocket were
partly melted, but some silver coins
were only blackened. He was aged
38 and single.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS.
THE INDEPENDENT

of its par value, and makes the paid
up capital equal to the surplus. At
this time the company has on de
posit over. $2,100,000, more than any
otbfer banking institution, in the
county. In the Trust Department
the company has been equally pros
perous. The funds in this depart
ment now amounts to $1,981,985.96
representing the management of 547
estates, guardianships and trusts

L IM E R IC K .

IR O N B R ID G E .
Monday morning, while returning
James Cassel, of Philadelphia, has
from the post office, H. H. Schlich
sold his building lot to Mrs. Sara
ter lost his watch.
Nace. Mr. Cassel and family ex
Miss Hannah Schliehter was in pect to move in the near future
the village on Sunday.
Seattle, Washington, where his son
Theo. Miller, son of Mr. Miller Jesse now lives.
the butcher, left on Wednesday of
The masquerade ball at Ogden
this week for Connecticut where he was a grand success.
signed a lease to play baseball for
Charles Undercoffler spent Satu
the season. He is an expert player,
day and Sunday in Norristown with
with a batting record of 295.
Stanley Hunsicker.
E. H. Tyson and Harvey Sabold
Mary Undercoffler spent Satu
have been appointed census emumday and Sunday in Sch-wenksville
erators for Limerick township.
C. D. Hunsicker and family of
Mrs. W. M. Zeller and son and
daughter, and Robert Klime, have Black Rock, F. C. Rawn and wife
returned to their homes iu Philadel and Mrs. A. D. Hunsicker spent
Sunday with M. T. Hunsicker and
phia.
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hunsicker
The new organ purchased by the
and daughter were home on Sunday.
Union Sunday school was used for
The regular monthly teachers’ the first on Sunday.
meeting was held on Friday at the
John C. Pennypacker is suffering
church school.
with neuralgia.
Quite a number of citizens had
Wm. Ashenfelter is spendingsev
their trees sprayed last week.
eral days with his parents.
Tbos. Gallagher was a visitor
John Rawn, of Phcenixville, spent
here last week.
Saturday
and Sunday with M. G,
Rev. N. F. Schmidt will deliver a
Wanner.
lecture, entitled “ The game of
Howard Auch and family, of Rox
Life,” on Saturday evening, April
30, in St. James’ Lutheran church. boro, and Mrs. Richards and daugh
The proceeds will be used by the ter, of Norristown, spent Sunday
Willing Work’e rs in improving the with Mrs. E. Kline.
Sunday school room.

E A G L E V IL L E .

paper. Always low in the summer time.

The price only effects us countrymen in
Thomas Wilson is farming
winter time.
Shapiro farm.
Republicans got a black eye down in
A meeting of the Mite Society of
Massachusetts,
and it looks very much as
the Lower Providence Presbyterian
Thursday, April 7, 1910.
if
there
will
be
several
eyes in mourning
church was recently held at the res
in some of the other States.
idence
of
J.
S.
Campbell.
It
was
C H U R C H S E R V IC E S .
John U. Francis Jr. is not only a good
well attended and a good program
St. Jam es’ Church, Lower Providence, Kev.
storekeeper, and an all around man, but
was
rendered.
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 9.15 a. m. Holy
One hundred tons of coal were re he is a good photographer, as he has
Communion, First Suuday in the month. All
ceived at the Sanatarium last week taken many photographs of scenes along
are cordially invited and welcome
the Perkiomen and Schuylkill. The photo
T hat Lowly Animal, th e Snail.
and more will be delivered this graph
of Indian Head Rock, on the Mont
T rinity Reformed Church, Uollegeville, Rev.
week.
A Lancaster county professional
View farm, is a perfect one. He will have
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
day a t 10 a. m. Sunday School a t 9. Junior man writes to State Zoologist Sur
The Sunday School Easter ser postals of all these scenes shortly for sale.
Christian Endeavor a t 2 p. m., and SeniorC. face, Harrisburg, stating that his
vices
at the Lower Providence, A new gate has been hung, but it opens
E. a t 7 p. m.
cellar, built four years ago of lime
Presbyterian
church were larglyat outward, against the order issued by the
St. Paul’s Memorial Church, near Oaks S ta
Supervisors, which we agree is just the
tended.
tion, Rev. GL W. Barnes, Rector. Sunday stone, was infested last year with
right thing because a fellow can find the
Services—10.30 a. m .; 3.80 p. m. Sunday School “ some animal” that looked to him
John Karchiskie,
the village gate in the dark, which sometimes is puz
—2.15 p. m. Vested choir. Free sittings. like a snail. It came out during the
blacksmith, has moved into his new zling opening inward.
Cordial welcome. The Rector residing in the
parish, will be pleased to receive calls for visi night, and left slimy tracks. He
shop on Park avenue, where he will The Oaks Fire Company were instru
tations or ministrations. Address Oaks P. O.
asked what to do to get rid of the
be glad to serve all old and new mental in saving the small barn near the
Evansburg M. E. Church.—Sunday School at pest. Professor Surface replied as
burned structure from catching fire, as
customers.
9.45 a. m. Preaching a t 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. follows: “ As to what to do for snails
goods belonging to the campers were
Harry Tremer and M. Bergens stored there over winter. Stakes and
St. L uke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev. in your cellar, I can say that the
were visitors here on Sunday and tents to the value of six or seven hundred
S. L. Messinger, D.D., pastor. Sunday School
best
thing
is
to
dust
freshly
slaked
a t 8.45 a. m. Preaching a t 10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m.
dollars were saved from being destroyed.
called on W. A. Shearer.
Junior Endeavor prayer meeting a t 2 p. m. lime abundantly into the cracks or
All hail, the Oaks Firemen.
Y. P. S. 0. E. prayer meeting at.6.45 p. m. crevices that might.be inhabited by
Camp 523 visited City Hall, Nor
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Detwiler, who have
Bible study meeting on Wednesday evening
ristown, Friday evening and took been
visiting Mr. Detwiler’s parents, Mr.
a t 8 o’clock. All are most cordially invited to these lowly animals. Their bodies
part in the the big initiation heldby and Mrs. M. V. Detwiler, returned to
are moist, and the freshly slaved
attend the services.
four Camps of the P. O. S. of A their home in Monougahela City, Tuesday.
lime is more than they can stand.
composing District No. 2. Seventy
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila They can also be killed by poison
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.27 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun ing them, dipping fresh slices of
four candidates were admitted as Correspondence.
days—7.13 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown:
7.45,11.02 a. m., 2.57, 6.06 p. m. Sundays—9.02 potatoes into a mixture of one part
full members. State President Hen
MR. FETTEROLF’S VIEWS
a. in., 7.39 p. m.
dricks and Secretary Wm. Weand
Paris green and thirty or forty
EN D O RSED .
were present and their addresses
parts flour, and placing the slices
E
dit
&
b
I
ndependent
: Since your valu
made the event very interesting to
where -the snails will feed upon
able
paper
circulates
largely
in the Third
the members of the Order. Many
them. As a rule, however, the lime
LOCAL, COUNTY AND
Legislative
District
I
would
like to en
of the members were present from
is sufficient, and this is also good
dorse
Mr.
Fetterolf’s
views
as
expressed
STATE NEW S.
different camps. The hall was dec
for sanitary purposes. ”
S K IP P A C K .
recently in the I ndependent. But Mr.
orated
beautifully
with
flags.
EVANSBU RG .
Sunday school opened Sunday
Fetterolf omits to mention in his sug
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Weber, of afternoon at the Upper Mennonite
S klppackars in Jail.
gestions the most vital issue of the day,
Washington, D. C., visited Dr. M. meetinghouse. Attendance, 124.
O AKS.
John J.Garside and Peter Decker,
which is Local Option. This subject, if
Y. Weber on Sunday.
The large stone barn on the John E. longer ignored by party leaders, will con
arrested last week for assaulting J.
Harman Loux of Landsdale^ and
Mrs. Robert Bergman n is improv John A. Custer, spent Saturday Brower estate was destroyed hy fire about tinue to cause those who stand for prin
Hampton at the Hotel Montgomery
o’clock Saturday morning. We did ciple to assert their independence when
ing her property by digging a and Sunday with M. H. Custer and seven
stables, Norristown, plead guilty to
not hear what the losses outside the barn ever this question is up for adjustment or
T
R
A
P
P
E
.
cistern.
family.
drunkenness and disorderly conduct
were. The Oaks Fire Company was early until Pennsylvania has such a law. I
at the scene of the fire, but q s it had been also believe that the number of voters in
Paul Fry of Norristown, was the
and are now in jail for twenty days.
Mr. Jacob Thomas, of Wayne,
S. A. Metz isdriving a new horse so very dry the barn burned quickly. A this district is daily increasing who will
guest of Miss Sue Fry, Sunday.
spent Saturday and Sunday with
Jacob D. Wisler died on Friday spark from a brush pile, which some men not stand for a Representative who has
Mrs. Bader Severely Burned.
Jonas Fisher’s sale of horses at his parents.
aged 74 years, 3 months and 7 days were burning in the orchard near by, set denied them and stands no doubtrto re
On Saturday evening the members He leaves one son and one daughter the barn on fire and it went up in smoke peat the denial of a law on the vital
Lighting a partly open gas stove, Beckman's hotel this Thursday
a hurry. Fire Chief Ben Famous was question.
Yours respectfully,
afternoon.
and friends of the M. E. church residing at home. The funeral was in
Tuesday Mrs. Chris. F. Bader of
burned slightly.
W. S. DURHAM.
tendered
Rev.
and
Mrs/W.
L.
Stock
Robert Miller entertained the UrPboenixvflle was severely burped
held Tuesday. Interment at the A heavy forest fire on the wooded hills Mont Clare, Pa.
and daughter a reception in honor cemetery of the Reformed Mennon- near Valley Forge Park, and on the oppo
by an explosion of gas which fol sinus Academy, Monday.
of
their coming back for a second ite cemetery, Worcester.
site side of the Valley Creek, started Sat
lowed. Her hair and clothing were
COULDN’T HAVE ’EM.
Mr. and Mrs. El wood Cole, of year.
urday afternoon—-at least was when we
ablaze, and the burning woman ex Limerick, were the guests of Mr.
Clinton Kalbaugh, of Franklin first
Much
of George Washington’s,
noticed
it;
burned
all
night
and
late
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Shupe were and Marshall college, recently
tinguished the fire unaided, but not and Mrs. Samuel Pugh, Sunday.
in the afternoon of Sunday. An immense firm strength of character was due to
n
town
on
Sunday.
before she was considerably in
spent a few days in this vicinity. lot of damage was done by this fire, as it his splendid ancestors, as the fol
Mr. and Mrs. .Wilson Hutt, of
jured.
Mr. and Mrs. Phipps and child
rushed up the sides of Mount Misery to
John W. Groff of Harleysville, its
Pottstown, visited M. H. Keeler ren visited Mr. and Mrs. Frank
very top, licking up, scorching the lowing little anecdote, which ap
and V. H. Steckel of Pennsburg, laurel and the timber and producing a. peared in St. Nicholas some time
Saturday
and
Sunday.
Cleaver on Sunday.
W recking of Express Train
automobiled to this quarter on Sun scene only equal to that in the wilderness ago, will testify:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Buller
entertained
Prevented.
Joseph Behney and family have day and' called on S. M. Metz.
following General Grant. There was very
While reconnoitering in West
little wind blowing to fan the flattie, and moreland County, Virginia, one of
Early Monday morning two heavy Mrs. Evans, of Chester county, Sun moved into Nathan Moyer’s house.
no one seemed interested in fighting the
railroad sills were discovered lying day.
Mrs. Cleaver and family have
fire; it was left to burn out. Upon that Gen. Washington’s officers chanced
S
C
H
W
E
N
K
S
V
IL
L
E
.
across the railroad track of the
Mrs. Matbien is spending the taken possession of Margaret
sidehiil several families reside and if the upon a fine team of horses driven
Mr. John Meyers and Miss Tillie fire did not burn them out. it must have before a plow by a burly slave.
Beading railroad near Valley Forge. week with relatives in Philadelphia. Casselberry’s property.
Miller, daughter of the late Squire came very near their dwellings.
Harlan Rosbon, of near Areola,
Finer animals he had never seen.
Mr. McMullen, of Plymouth, has
The court will be ready on Satur
Miller, were married at the new Mr. Mordecai Williams and wife cele When his eyes had feasted on their
made the discovery and removed day for the tennis players.
moved into Wm. Smith’s house.
Lutheran parsonage on Saturday brated the 50th anniversary of their wed- beauty he cried to the driver:
the obstruction in time to save the
ding, and Mrs. Williams was not fairly
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. David G. Tyson
Buffalo express train from disaster
Hello, good fellow! I must have
recovered from a long spell of sickness
visited
relatives
in
Norristown,
GRATERFORD.
Miss Eliza, daughter of Ex-Gov. and it was deemed advisable to have only those horses. They are just such
and perhaps many passengers from
Sunday.
death.
M. H. Leatherman was in town on Pennypacker, will entertain the the sons, grandsons, daughters and grand animals as I have been looking for. ”,
Young People’s Guild at her home daughters present. The children, how
The black man grinned, rolled up
A regular meeting of Town Coun Monday of this week.
ever, engineered the affair, and dinner and
on
Saturday night.
the
whites of his eyes, put the lash
R ecords Broken For Low Price of cil was held Saturday evening. A
The construction of the railroad
supper was up to the standard with all
Rev. N. F. Schmidt administered kinds of refreshments, their son-in-law to the horses’ flanks and turned up
representative of a gasoline Street bridge below town is completed.
Land.
Weigner, of Norristown, presenting another furrow in the rich soil.
-The horse sale held here on Mon H^ly Cornunion to his German con John
A deed was recently entered for Light Company was present and
them with a large wedding cake, with The officer waited until he had fin
gregation
on
Sunday
afternoon.
submitted
a
proposition
to
furnish
day was well attended. The horses
record at Franklin, Venangocounty,
"50th Anniversary” on the cake. There ished the row; then, throwing back
Paul Kehs of Philadelphia, who is were
Pa., dated August 31, 1876, for a lights for the streets of the borough brought fair prices.
many presents. A purse was pre
spending
some
time
with
his
grand
sented with silver and gold in it to the his cavalier cloak, the ensign of
parcel of land sold in Cherry tree A sample light will be placed on th
The M. B. in C.- will hold prayer
township, that probably breaks all lawn at Daniel Shuler’s residence meeting on Thursday evening, parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Boyer, father and mother, and many other pres the rank dazzled the slave’s eyes.
ents, to remind them it w#,s fifty years
is ill with typhoid fever.
Better see misses! Better see
records as to low price. At a treas It will afford a fair test.
April 14, at the tome of Clinton
3<go (one-half a century past) they were misses!” he cried, waving his hand
Rev.
N.
F.
Schmidt
moved
into
urer’s sale 3J acres of land went
Captain and Mrs. D. M. Fulmer Drace near this place. They will
married. There were twenty-one children
for $1.77 back taxes and $4.37 costs. of Roxborough, were in townThurs also have Sunday School at 9.15a. m, the new Lutheran parsonage, Thurs and grand-children present. We wish onr to the south, where above the cedar
old friends may live to see many more growth, rose the towers of a fine old
The purchaser was James Leach, day, attending the funeral of Mrs. and preaching at 10.15 a. m. and 7.30 day.
wedding anniversaries as pleasant as this Virginia mansion. The officer turn
and the defaulter in taxes an oil Jacob K. Miller.
J. S. Markley has purchased the one
p. m. by Rev. R. I^ergstresser.
was.
ed up the carriage road and soon
company.
Fire for a time threatened the disJ. E. Fry and son of Norristown old Lutheran parsonage from I. H.
was rapping the great brass
Who
remembers
when
the
thermometer
truction of the home of John Hood, spent Sunday with C. A. Wismer. Bardman. F. W. Wack has taken was up to eighty-eight in the shade in knocker of the front door. Quickly
possession of the premises as ten March? We do believe we don’t know
W ar on Dogs.
Friday evening. The blaze was dis
Ralph Wismer of Trappe and Hor ant.
the door swung upon its ponderous
without it was before thermometers were
The state police have started to covered in a second story room ace Custer of Springfield N. J.
hinges and a grave, majestic-lookRev. J. D. Hunsicker moved to introduced in this part of Pennsylvania. iog woman confronted the visitor
kill off all the dogs found roaming about 8 o’clock when it had already spent last Thursday wrestling
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Cassell and
the Schuykill county mountains by seriously damaged several articles against some of our skillful tennis Zeiglerville.
and daughter were the guests of Mr. andr with an air of inquiry.
of
furniture
as
well
as
the
carpet
Wm.
Bromer
has
placed
an
order
day or night. Notice was given to
players on the Pleasantview tennis
“ Madam,” said the officer, doffing
Mrs. John Umstead of Green Tree, Satur
for an automobile.
dog owners several days ago in or and wall paper. The fire was soon courts.
day and Sunday. Mr. Umstead and Mr. his cap and overcome by her digder that they might take the precau extinguished but the damage done
Mrs. Bertha Leighton has entered Cassell drove over to Valley Forge park uity, “ I am come to claim yOur
Census enumerators, E. Fry Wis
Sunday, as Mr. Cassell desired to take a horses in the name of the Govern
tion of keeping their animals off the was considerable. Mr. Hood was mer of Skippack, and Geo. T. Rosen- the employ of Mrs. Dr. Allen.
good-bye look; it may be for years and it
overcome
by
smoke
while
fighting
mountains if they are of real value
berger of Perkiomen, are sending
Mrs. Susan Kratz is visiting may be forever, as he will start for Seat ment.”
to them. There will be no discrim the conflagration.
“ My horses?” said she, bending
tle, Washington, soon, and take up his
out the blank forms to the farmers friends in Souderton.
ination now by the state officers, as
Last Sunday morning the four of this vicinity and they earnestly
residence there. I t’s pretty near to the upon him a pair of eyes born to com
Wm. Gebert is the new head
the fullblooded ones will be killed members of the pastor’s class, who request them not to neglect filling farmer for Ex-Governer Penny* jumping-off place, without you take a mand. “Sir, you can not have them.
vessel, as the Pacific Ocean comes next.
the same as the mongrels. In this could not be present for their recep them out before April 1.
packer.
Bon voyage, Mr. Cassqll, and may success My crops are out and I need my
way it is hoped to save the young tion into St. Luke's Reformed
horses in the field.”
attend
you wherever you are.
David T. Copenhafer of Washing
Mrs. Chas. Schmidt and Henry
game.
church at the confirmation services ton D. C., who has been spending
“ I am sorry,” said the officer,
John
Dugan
went
to
Philadelphia,
Sun
on Palm Sunday, were received, the past week with his parents re Hoffman and family, of Philadelphia, day morning.
“
but
I must have them, madam.
visited John Hailing and family pn
making the total number of addi
The Norristown Trust Company.
Enos Deery and family, of Chester Such are the orders of my chief.”
Sunday.
turned to his work on Sunday.
Springs, visited Mr. and Mrs. John U.
“ Your chief? Who is your chief,
At a meeting of the Board of Di tions to the church, within the pres
Norman G. Koons took the man
Katie T. Miller, of Pennsburg Francis Sr., parents of Mrs. Deery. Mr. pray?” she demanded with restrain
ent
year,
twenty-two.
Five
of
rectors of the Norristown Trust
Deery and Mr. Francis went to Fort
agement of his father’s creamery on visited Lucian Boyer on Sunday.
ed warmth.
Company, Friday afternoon, it was these are heads of families.
Washington, Sunday.
Monday, April 1. He will occupy
Miss
M.
Bean
of
Philadelphia
vis
“ The commander of the American
decided by the adoption of the fol
Mrs. A. H. Brower was a visitor to
a part of Mrs. Susan Kulp’s house ited J. B. Grubb and family Sunday. Norristown,
army, Gen. Geo. Washington,” re
Thursday.
CATERPILLARS AS FOOD.
lowing resolution to distribute $50,n the near future.
Frank Jack, real estate agent, has
Mrs. Brown, wife of Dr. Brown, visited plied the other, squaring his
000 among the stockholders of the
The natives of the upper Congo
The road commissoners held their sold Fred. Grebe’s farm to George her parents in Pottstown, last week.
Company:
»
shoulders and swelling with pride.
are very fond of certain kinds of
Samuel F. Jarrett, of Jeffersonville, A smile of triumph softened the
“ Resolved, that a dividend of $10 caterpillars gathered from the trees meeting on Monday evening at the Shortz of Philadelphia.
paid us a call one day last week.
sternness of the woman’s handsome
per share on the capital stock is which these insects frequent dur home of A. U. Rawn.
Jh e Lutheran congregation will
Mrs. Joseph Hendershott and daughter, features. “ Tell Geo. Washington,”
Messers. David and Isaiah Copen celebrate its. 75th anniversary on
this day declared to the sharehold ing the caterpillar season. They
of Wildwood^ N. J.,* are visiting her
said she,''“ that his mother says he
ers as registered on the books of the assert that “mita,” as they call hafer and Miss Mary Copenhafer Sunday, May 8, with appropiate mother, Mrs. Mary Ellis, for a time.
spent
Sunday
visiting
friends
at
cannot have her horses.”'
company, payable May 1, 1910, and these edible caterpillars, are very
services, and Rev. N. F. Schmidt,
A Mr. Brown, who held a contract to
Pbpenixville,
Pa.
With a humble apology, the officer
an installment of $10 per share on palatable when cooked in the
the pastor, witi celebrate his 25th build the bridge over the Perkiomen below
Milton and Katie Hallman of Skip- anniversary of his pastorate at the the station of the Pennsy R. R., has not turned away, convinced that he had
the capital stock is hereby called proper way. Several kinds ate
exactly thrown up the job, but has given found the source of his chief’s de
and required of the stockholders as eaten, ranging from small insects pack spent last Thursday evening same time.
it up, because of lack of help, as .men are cision and self-command.
requested this day, payable on or less than two inches long, which with Jacob Copenhafer and family.
scarce and laborers are few, until the next
And did Washington order his
before May 1,1910.”
Mrs. A. S. Bean of Gilbertsville
form clusters or nests in the
ship comes in. He will move to New
—Requests
to
paint
rural
free
de
officer to return and make his
Jersey.
This makes the second stock divi branches of the trees and are there spent Sunday with G. G. Kohl.
livery boxes and posts pure white
dend declared by this company and fore easily gathered, to big, hairy
Neighbor Keefer moved to Mont Clare, mother give up her horses? No; he
Mrs. W. W. Smith who has for and to have names and numbers
Monday of last week, to be nearer his listened to the report in silence;
makes the stock of the company monsters five or six inches long the past week been on the sick list
printed in large black letters, are work.
then with one of his rare smiles, he
paid up to the extent of 70 per cent. and proportionately thick.
is up and about again.
being received by patrons.
The price of coal is cheaper, says a bowed his head.
T E K JK S — 9 1 * 0 0 P E R
t:
IN A D V A N C E .
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From Correspondents.

NEWS, MARKET REPORT AND MISCELLANY
PUBLIC SALE OF
FRESH COWS
£3*

BURNING UP WEALTH.

WT.

Will be sold a t public sale on MONDAY,
APRIL 11, 1910, at Perkiomen Bridge
hotel, one carload of choice' fresh cows
from Centre county. I have a lot of eows
that will prove themselves to be money
makers for their owners. All come to the
sale and favor me with your bids. Sale
at 1.30 o’clock. Conditions by
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross,clerk.

OHIO HORSES!
aSt

f t

f t

Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, APRIL 7, 1910, atBedkman’s hotel,
Trappe, one carload of high-class Ohio
horses,\ selected by myself, and consisting
of draft, farm chunks, and road horses,
from 3 to 6 years old, and the best colors
and shapes Among the lot are 4 fine
family horses, well broke and fearless of
all objects—any lady can drive them; also
3 extra bred horses, 3 to 4 yekrs old, well
broke and will make fast ones. Don’t
miss this opportunity to get a horse that
will suit you. I will take fat horses in
exchange if shown before 10 o’clock on
day of sale. Sale at 1.30. Conditions by
JONAS P. FISHER
F. H. Peterman, auct.
M. B. Linderman, clerk.
> ^ S S IG N E E ’ J» S A L E O F

Valuable Real E state!
Will be sold on the premises, on SATUR
DAY, APRIL 16, 1910, all that certain
messuage or tenement and tract of land
situate partly in the township of Limerick
and partly in the township of Upper
Providence, county of Montgomery and
State of Pennsylvania, containing about

The manager of a big power
house recently made an analysis of
the amount of fuel energy in one
pound of coal which was actually
converted into electrical euergy
useful for work.
One pound of coal may be taken to
have inherently 10,000 work units.
Of-these 10,000 possible work units
this manager found that 300 were
wasted in the ash pit, 1,960 in the
stack; 560 in banking fires, 800 in
radiation and miscellaneous losses.
In other words, in the boiler room
3,620 work units are wasted.
In the engine room 370 more work
units were lost by radiation of heat
from the pipes and 4,810 work units
were sacrificed in the condenser, so
that the total engine room loss was
5,810 work units. In other words,
says System, only 1,200 work units
were actually usable out of the possiable 10,000 work units in a pound
of coal. One-fifth of all the coal bil-l
was simply to produce a draught in
in the smokestack.

CONDONS!.- •

..3 ITEMS.

Thursday, March 31.

Two negro murderers condemned to
death in the electric chair and a white
man charged with highway robbery
escaped from the Norfolk, Va., county
Jail by cutting their way through the
roof of the prison and lowering them
selves by a rope made of bedclothin^
Roy Koegele, thirteen years old, ana
his fourteen-year-old comrade, John
Gerlicky, were playing “cowboy” at
Cleveland, O. Gerlicky had <1 ken his
father’s revolver to make the plj.v
lifelike. As Buffalo Bill he Arsd the
gun at Koegele and the latter dropped
with a bullet through his chest. He is
not expected to recover.
Friday, April T.
Brigadier General John Luke Tiernon, U. S. A., retired, Is de c at Buf
falo, N. Y. He entered the army as a
second lieutenant In 1862, retiring af
ter forty years’ continuous service.;
Eleven hundred n%gro men, women
,and children, in one of the American
Tobacco company’s stemmeries at
Louisville, Ky„ struck. The strikers
were disorderly and the police were
ANTED.
A single man to work on farm. called out.
Harlow N. Higginbotham, seventyApply to
WM. H. FIE,
4-7.
'
Yerkes, Pa. two years old, former president of the
World’s Columbian Exposition at Chi
cago, Is reviving memories of the Civil
ANTED.
A farm of not over 25 acres. Give War by tramping from Hot Sprines
full particulars together with price aud Va., to Clarksburg, W. Va., by wagon
terms.
BOX 487, Norristown.
roads. Mr. Higginbotham says he is
maglng 'th e journey for the “pure
o t ic e .
pleasure of walking.”
The annual meeting of the members
Saturday, April 2.
of the Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire In
Twenty-eight insane foreigners left
surance Company of Montgomery County
will be held at. Perkiomen Bridge Hotel, Stockton, Cal., on special cars for New
Collegeville, Pa., on MONDAY, MAY 2, York, whence they will be deported.
1910, a t 1.30 p. m. Thirteen Directors will
James A. Donnelly, British consul at
be elected for the ensuing year.
Savannah, Ga., died suddenly at his
4-7.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
home of heart failure. He was born in
South America sixty-three years ago.
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Two Italians fought a duel in a New
Estate of Charles T. Davis, late of
Lower Providence township, Montgomery York street not far from the East Side
county, deceased. Letters of administra water front. One of them was killed
tion on the above estate having been by a shot Ared straight through his
granted the undersigned, all persons in
debted to said estate are requested to head. His adversary escaped.
Dr. James G. Cumming, director of
make immediate payment, and those hav
ing legal claims to present the same with the Pasteur Institute of the Universitv
out delay to
of Michigan, announced the discovery
JOHN R. DAVIS, Administrator
R. D. 1
Norristown, Pa. of a new method for the treatm ent of
Or his attorney, H, L. Shomo, Norris hydrophobia. Dr. Cumming uses a
town, Pa.
. 4-7.
virus.
Monday, April 4.
Charged with embezzling $10,000
o t ic e .
Notice is hereby given that an ap from the Bank of Pine Valley, Wetzell
plication will he made to the Judges of county, W. Va., Cashier Ezra MayAeld
the Court of Common Pleas of Montgom
ery county, on the second day 6f May, was arrested.
To succeed Robert M. Lafollette in
1910, for the charter of a corporation, to
be called “MONT CLARE FIRE COM the United States senate, Samuel A.
PANY,” the character and object of Cook, of Nunah, Wis., has announced
which is the support of a Are engine, hook
and ladder and hose company for the con his candidacy.
Elizabeth and Anna Ashton, Dantrol of Are in the Village of Mont Clare,
Montgomery county, aud vicinity; and ville girls, are in jail at Shamokin,
for this purpose to have, possess, and en Pa., charged with breaking into r
joy all the rights and privileges of the
Corporation Act of 1874 and its supple Reading railway coach and starting a
ments.
Aght.
J. WHITAKER THOMPSON,
The central convention of the Lay
3-31.
—
Solicitor.
men’s Missionary Movement of the Re
formed Church in the United States,
which meets in Sunbury, Pa., April 12
P O LITIC A L.
and 13, will be a notable affair.
Tuesday, April 5.
lO R T H E L E G I S L A T U R E ,
T h ir d D is t r ic t ,
The First National bank, of Ran
dolph, Neb., was robbed of $10,000 by
John H. Bartm an,
three masked men, who bound and
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Subject to the gtfgged Town Marshal Carroll.
rules of the Republican party. Primary
Rear Admiral Robley D. Evans, re
election, June 4,1910.
3-31.
tired, in an interview at San Antonie,
Tex., deplored the fact that congress
had authorized only two battleships
eport
OF THE CONDITION OF THE COLLEGE instead of four.
VILLE NATIONAL BANK, AT COLLEGEVILLE, IN
The two Japanese who were arrest
THE STATE OF PENNSTLVANIA, AT THE CLOSE
ed at Manila for attempting to pur
OF BUSINESS, MARCH 29, 1910.
chase photographs of the fortifications
RESOURCES.
of Corregldor, have been released upon
L oans and discounts.................
1138,467 30
O verdrafts, secured and unsecured_____
2138 orders from Secretary of W ar Dickin
U. S. Bonds to secure circu latio n ......... 60,000 00 son.
P rem ium s on U . S . B o n d s..................... 1,000 00
While singing a solo In the Grace
Bonds, securities, e tc .................................... 60,32701
B anking house, fu rn itu re, and fixtures 8,930 60 Episcopal church, at Honesdale, Pa.
Due from N ational B anks (not reserve
a g e n ts).......................................................
86396 Miss Minnie Smith struck her heac
Due from approved reserve a g e n ts ....... 18,664 94 against a lighted gas jet, Igniting i
Cheoks and other cash item s........................
3706
N otes of e th e r N ational B a n k s ............ 1,975 00 large picture hat. The soloist cooll)
F ractional paper currency, nickels,
removed her headgear and handed U
and cents....................................................
6129
to one of the male members of th<
L aw ful Money Reserve In B ank, v iz :
S p e o ie ....................................$13,847 90
ehoir.
L eg al-tender n o tes..............
260 00—13,607 90
Wednesday, April 6.
R edem ption fund w ith U. 8. T reasurer
(5 p er cent, of circu latio n )..................... 2,60000
Fred Lampey, fifty-five years old.
T otal ....................................................$290,326 34 was gored to death by an Ihfuriated
L IA B IL IT IE S .
bull at Lawrenceburg, Ind., while his
C a p ital stock paid I n .................................... $60,00000 mother, eighty years old, looked on
S urplus fu n d .................................................... 9,00000
powerless.
U ndivided profits, less expenses and
ta x e s p a id .................................................. 3,15543
Harry E. McAllister, son of a promi
N atio n al B ank notes o u tstan d in g ........ 49,700 00
D ae to o th er N atio n al B a n k s .....................
24340 nent city official of Baltimore, whr
Doe to T ru s t Com panies and S avings
quit college to join the army, and win
B a n k s.......... .........................................
677 71
Ind iv id u al deposits subject to ch eck .. .175,149 76 deserted, will be given a term of two
Dem and certificates of dep o sit................... 2,30000 years In the federal prison.
C ash ier’s checks o u tsta n d in g .....................
10000
More than 300 saloons have been
T o ta l............................. . ....................$290,326 34 voted out of business by the people of
State of Pennsylvania, Connty j
twenty Michigan counties. Sixteen
of Montgomery,
j BB‘
counties voted “wet.” There are now
1, W. D. Renninger, Cashier of the above
named hank, do solemnly swear th a t the above forty "dry” and forty-three “wet” coun
statem ent is true to the best of my knowledge ties in the state.
and belief.
The towns of Bramwell and Poca
W. D. R EN N IN G ER , Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me tbis 1st hontas, W. Va., are terrorized over tbe
day of April, 1910.
presence of a panther, which, accord
G. Z. VANDERSLICE,X
N otary Public. ing to advices received here, badly
lacerated two children at Winding
My commission expires January 5,1913.
Gulf and killed thirty sheep and six
Correct—A tte s t:
B. F. STEINER,
calves.
W. P. FENTON,

W
W
N

E
one mile of the Schuylkill Valley trolley,
thus affording easy access to churches,
schools, the markets of Royersford and
Philadelphia, and several creameries.
Sale to commence at 1.30 o’clock p. m.,
when conditions will he made known by
the assignee.
This property will be sold as the as
signed estate of Jonas S. Moyer and Eliza
beth S. Moyer, his wife, and will be sold
clear of all encumbrances, the purchaser
to pay the price or sum of his hid, and in
accordance With the other conditions of
sale. At the same time and place the fol
lowing personal property will also he
offered, to wit: Ten milk cans.
B. FRANK ROELLER, Assignee.
Wayne Pierson, Auctioneer.
H L. Shomo, Attorney.
o r sa le.
A new Walter Wood mowing ma
chine—a good mower at the right price.
Apply to
HORACE J. SMITH,
Upper Providence.
R. D. 3, Royersford, Pa.
4-7.

F

o r sa le.
A new sideboard and one blue plash
couch. Apply to
ELWOOD TYSON, Upper Providence.
R. R. No. 9, Royersford.
3-10.

F

.
Corn and cornfodder. Apply to
F
3-31.
IRVIN C. CASSADAY, Trappe
o r sa le

N

:
Twelve fine, acclimated work horses,
F
all to be as guaranteed. Come and make R
your selection. The prices are right. Also,
or sale

a lot of Ane mammoth yellow seed corn.
Apply at
PEARLSTINE’S FARM,
Near Landes’ Mill,
(3-31)
Yerkes.

.
Eggs for hatching from Rose Comb
E
Rhode Island Reds, good strains, for sale
g g s f o r h a t c h in g

a t 60 and 75 cents per setting or $4 per
hundred, straight.
H. M. SLOTTERER,
3-31.
Collegeville, Pa.
OS S A L E V E R Y C H E A P .

F

Two incubators in good condition;
also 8 inside brooders built in two sec
tions, each section consisting of four
brooders. Apply to
ROBERT MERRIFIELD,
3-17.
Near Trappe.
CI E D I KG LO TS FO R SALE.

A few choice lots 85x350 ft.; within
B
tliree minutes’ walk of trolley in borough

of Trappe. . Good location, splendid view;
prices reasonable. Apply to
3-24. ’
R. F. PARKS, Trappe, Pa.
o r sa le.

F Stone dwelling house located on
Main street, Collegeville, containing 11

rooms. One of the most prominent loca
tions in the borough. Apply to
A. D. FETTEROLF,
12-16.
Collegeville, Pa.
.
Rose Comb Brown Leghorns—75cts.
E
for 15; $4 per hundred. Orders received
g g s f o r h a t c h in g

now for 2-day old chicks, one hundred—
ten dollars; fifty for six dollars. All from
regular egg machines.
2-10S3m.
H. R. PARKER, Trappe, Pa.
o r sa le.

F

“THEXOGRAPH” EGG TESTER.
The “’Xograph” not only tells correctly
before incubation which eggs are fertile,
but also tells the sex of the egg.. Hun
dreds in use. In case the “Xograph”
don’t give satisfaction, send it back and
your money will be refunded. Price $2.50.'
Sold by
JOHN I. LANDES, Yerkes, Pa.
Breeder of S. C. Rhode Island Reds.

F A house in . good repair, containing
seven rooms and attic. Near Perkiomen
or rent

Bridge. Apply to
A. K. HUNSICKER, Collegeville.

.
Two 7-room houses on Fifth avenue,
Collegeville. For particulars apply to
DR. S. B. HORNING,
3-3.
Collegeville, Pa.
or rent

F

F. J . CLAMER,
Directors.
Commenced business February 14, 1907.

The Latest Closing Prices For Produce
and Live Stock.
H . E S P E N S H IP ,
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR quiet;
winter low grades, $4.25@4.50; winter
BUTCHER AND DEALER IN
clear, $5@5.25; city mills, fancy, $6.10
@6.40.
RYE FLOUR firm, at $4.25@4.40 per
barrel.
WHEAT quiet; No. 2 red, $1.19%@
1.21.
. ■'
CORN quiet; No. 2 yellow, local,
67@67%c.
OATS quiet; No. 2 white, 49@49%c.;
FRESH PORK IN SEASON.
lower grades, 48%c.
POULTRY; Live firm; hens, 19@
Patrons served in Collegeville and Trappe
on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, 20c.; old roosters, 13 @ 13V£c. Dress
and Ironbridge aud’Graterford on Mon ed steady; choice fowls, 19c.; old
roosters 24c
days, Wednesdays and Fridays.
BUTTER steady; extra creamery,
Orders delivered at any time.
3314c. per lb.
Keystone ’phone.
4-7. .
EGGS firm; selected, 23@25c.; near
by, 22c.; western, 22c.
POTATOES quiet, at 35@38c. bush.

A.

Beefv Veal, Lamb, Smoked
Meats, Bologna, <fcc.

W

HEN

YOU

W ANT

TO

BUT

O R S E L L REAL. E S T A T E
.
The house, with 13 rooms, on the it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
David Allebach farm, Collegeville. Ap
we will certainly be pleased to give your
ply to
A. T. ALLEBACH,
3-10.
Collegeville, Pa. inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
succeed in doing business with you the
loss is ours, not yours,
ANTED.
An experienced woman for general
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
housework. Apply to
39 E. Main Street,
MRS. KAYSER,
5th Av. and Main St.
Collegeville, Pa.
Norristown, Pa.

F

or rent

W

PRODUCE QUOTATIONS.

Live Stock Markets.
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)—
CATTLE steady; choice, $8.25@8.50:
prime, $7.90@8.20.
SHEEP firm; prime wethers, $6.85
@7; culls and common, $3@450:
lambs, $5@8.75; veal calves, $8.50@9.
HOGS firm; prime heavies, $11.25;
mediums, $11.20;
heavy Yorkers,
$11.10@11.16; light Yo.kers, $11@
11.10; pigs, $10.80@10.90; roughs, $10
zain to.

MAKING IT HARMONIOUS.

I p the early (lays of traveling by
stage - coach across the Rocky
Mountains, the trip was likely to be
relieved of monotony by accidents of
no ordinary occurrence. But the
fatigue of the journey was apt to
wear upon the nerves of the weak
and the timid. Sometimes the pas
sengers became so worn out as to
lead to a suspicion of their sanity.
The Rt. Rev. D. S. Tuttle, io his
“ Reminiscences of a Missionary
Bishop,” describes an instance in
point.
One forenoon the coach rolled into
Denver, and the six horses came
prancing up to the office^o! Wells
Fargo & Company'. A large crowd
was assembled, as the incoming and
the out going of the daily coaches
were the great events for the town.
At the stop, the only passenger
quickly threw open the coach door,
leaped to the ground, ran hurriedly
across the street, and turning a
handspring, stood on his head with
his heels up against a supporting
wall.
Several men followed, quite sure
that here was another passenger
crazed by the long sleepless ride.
One said to him, in a low tone of
sympathy, “ Why, cap’n, what’s the
matter?”
Slowly coming to a right-side-Up
posture, the naan answered, “ Well,
my friend I ’ll tell you what it is.
This standing on my bead is the
only position which I haven’t been
in during the last twenty-four hours
in yonder coach, and I wanted to
to make the thing harmonious and
complete all round.”

3

g

B . H O R N I N G , HI. D .,

JJE N R Y

Practising Physician,
C JIiL EG EV lL IaE , Pa.
Telephone in office.
Office Honrs until 9 a. m.
jy j

V eterinary Surgeon,
OOLDEGEV ID LE, T>A.
Bell ’Phone 23 x.

Y . W E B E R , M . D .,
T J

Practising Physician,
E ANSBURG, Pa. Office H onrs: U ntil 9
a. m,; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone’Phone No. 17.

E,

A.

K RtTSEN,

L O A N S and IN V E S T M E N T S , N O T A R Y
P U B L IC . R O Y E R SFO R D , PA .

M . !>.,

NORRISTOW N, PA.
OFFICE ROOM S: TH IRTY , THIRTY-TWO
AND TH IRTY -FO U R BOYER ARC ADE.
H ours, 8 to 9
T el eph o n e s , Bell 716-d
2 to 3
Keystone 807
7 to 8 Sundays, 1 to 2 only.

[O B N J. R A D C L IF F ,

Painter and Paper H anger
M AIN STREET (near borough line) COEL E G £V IL L E , PA. Contracts taken and good
work and material guaranteed. Full line wall
paper and paint for sale.

H . CORSON, M. D .

H om eopathist,
COIiLEOEVIIdLE, PA. O F FIC E —M ain St.
and Fifth Avenue.
O f f ic e H ours —U ntil 9 a. m.; 1 to 8 and 7 to
9 p. m. Bell ’phone 52-A.
1-27.
J ^ R . 8 . D. C O R N IS H ,

DENTIST,

: . E Y E S C A R EF U l L
len ses

^E

R. FR A N K

D

BRANDRETH,

AVN E R. LO N G STRETH ,

A ttorn ey-at- L aw ,

A ttorn ey-at- Law,
ALBERTSON TRUST GO. B U ILD IN G ,
306 Swede St., Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
4-16.
JO S E P H

S. K R A T Z ,

A ttorn ey-at- L aw ,
1997 COMMONWEALTH BU ILD IN G , 18th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

INSURANCE EFFECTED.
Room 51, Boyer Arcade, P. O. Box 467,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

WHO IS
YOUR OPTICIAN?
EYE GLASSES artistically fitted
with mountings best adapted to your
features are a facial ornament. You,
who are in need of glasses, prefer the
newest and most up-to-date. We
have them. Eye Glass Mountings, all
the latest designs, for comfort and
elegance. Accurate Lenses and suc
cessful fitting are the secret of our
success.
H

a u s s m a n &
C o .
SCIENTIFIC OPTICIANS,
705 Chestnut St.; both ’phones; Phila., Pa.

m

e

Dollars
Are good only for their face value.
Dollars a t work earning interest are
servants making more dollars. Put
your idle money to work and keep it
busy. The

JIH O M A S H A LLM A N ,

A ttorn ey-at- Law ,
3 & SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.

A t my residence, next door to National Bank,
Collegeville. every evening.
1-26.
jp

W . S C H E U R E N ’S

SH A V IN G P A R L O R ,
CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
lay* S e c o n d D o o r A b o v e R a i l r o a d .

Safe, conservative, and with a stead
ily growing volume of business afford^
you tbe opportunity te keep your
dimes and dollars hustling and in
creasing your income.
3 PER CENT, paid on Time De
posits.
2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts.
This bank appreciates the favors
of its patrons and persists in giving
the best service to all.

Finest grades of CIG A RS and TOBAOOO
always on band.

B A R G A IN S IN
8. PO LEY,

g

Contractor and Builder,

R EA L ESTATE!

I have for sale a number of desirable
farms and other properties. If you are a
buyer, or, if you have any kind of real
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
estate to sell, call on or address
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
6-28
/

TRA PPE, PA

n E O . J. H A L L M A N

Carpenter and Builder,
N EAR MONT CLARE. P. O. Address—R.
D. 1. Phoenixville, Pa. All kinds of carpenter
work, by the day. or by contract. Estimates
cheerfully furnished.
10-28.
p i

H E N R Y Y O S T , JR.,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
P. S.—Automobiles repaired, repainted,
and hired. First-class pianos sold at the
lowest possible prices. Pianos rented.

Kuhnfs Bakery,

8. KOONS,
SCH W ENK SYII j I iE, PA..

Slater and Roofer,

Collegeville, Pa.

And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished, w ork con
tracted a t lowest prices.
?
lloct

First - Class Bread,

E

Cakes, Pies,
Candies, Etc.

D W A R D D A V ID ,

Painter and

Cement, Brick and Tile Works,

Adam’s Kick.
Eve—W hat makes you look so cross?
Adam—I wish you wouldn’t be so loud
In your dresses. It isn’t necessary for
you to pick the most highly colored
autumn leaves.—New York Press.

Y ^

Stoclsail Mis Boitt ani Soil.

A ttorn ey-at- L aw ,

T T E R B E R T U. M O O R E,

ttn

Real Estate Bought, Sold
and Exchanged.

1a S H O M O ,

481 SW EDE STR EET, NO RRISTOW N, PA.
R ESID EN CE—ROYERSFORD.
Both ’Phones,

G r o u n d .’*;
u 's

T ^ A N I E L 91 . A N D E R S ,

A id Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Croier Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phlla., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
A'so member of the Montgomery County Bar.
JJA R V E Y

a d j

’ O p to m e tr is t •

DENTIST,

M

f r am e

* 2 1 0 DeKalb Stre et NORRISTOWN, PA.

(Successor to Dr. Gh&s, Ryckman,)

ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

x pe r t

E X AM I N E D ’V-

•accurately

| A. B . PARKER g l

CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
-’trst-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas
ad alnlstered
Prices Seasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81. Bell ’Phone, 27Y.

The Right Way.
P aper-H anger,
Little Willie liked Ice cream ,'but he C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA .
Samples of paper
objected t& turning the freezer. One
always
on
hand.
day his mother was agreeably sur
prised to find him working a t the
crank as If his life depended on It.
K E Y S T O N E
“How did you get Willie to turn the
ice cream freezer?” she said to her
husband. “I offered him 2 cents to do
it, and he wouldn’t.’’
“You didn’t go about it the right
ROYERSFORD, PA.
way,' my dear,” replied her husband.
“I bet him a cent he couldn’t turn it
for half an* hour!”
PRICE LIST.
Pretty Ancient.
“W hat Is the oldest form of litera
ture?”
“I dunno, but I guess some of th’
musical comedy jokes must reach back
pretty nearly th at far.”—Cleveland
Plain Dealer.

So G . F K S K B 1J V E R ,

Real Estate and Insurance,

HARVARD’S BOY W ONDER.

There have been lots of youthful
prodigies during the past two cen
turies— wonderful boys who have
developed a remarkable genius for
music, mathematics or history—but
no one of them has been tbe equal of
William James Sidis, tbe Brookline
(Mass.) lad, who, in January last,
occupied tbe platform at Conant
Hall and lectured to the gray-haired
professors erf the Mathematical So
ciety on “ Tbe Fourth Dimension,”
a subject that has puzzled philoso
phers and savants since the time
when the science of mathematics
was first established.
The boy who held this audience
of Harvard’s most learned men
spellbound while he discussed the
purely theoretical fourth dimension
is the son of Dr. Boris Sidis, the
celebrated medical psychologist.
From his earliest childhood^ says
Human Life, he has been most pro
ficient in absorbing knowledge that
ordinary boys find it difficult to at
tain. When but two years of age
he could not only read and spell,
but could converse as intelligently
as a boy of 10 or 12. At the age of
3 be wrote letters on tis father’s
typewriter. At 7 he was able to
pass the Harvard Medical School
examination in anatomy, and had
mastered elementary mathematics.
He entered High School when he
was 8, and that year passed
the entrance examination for the
Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology.
At that time he could
speak Freneh, German and Russian,
and could read Greek and Latin. He
began to prepare a comparative gram
mar along novel lines and evolve a
new theory of logarithms when but
9. At 10 he entered Tuft’s College,
and at 11 he became , a student at
Harvard.
Dr. Sidis believes that it is a
great mistake to postpone a child’s
education until he has reached the
customary school age. He began to
teach his boy to think correctly be
fore he could walk or talk. As the
result he has acquired no bad
thought habits.

BOW ER,

Drain Tile, 4 inch, 3% cents per foot.
Sewer Pipes, 6 inches, 8 cents per foot.
' “
“ 8
“
12 \ “
“ “
“
“ 10 “ 20 “
“ “
* “
“ 15 “
40 “
“ “
..
“ 30
“ 50 “
“ “
Building Blocks, 8x20 inches, 16 cents a
piece.
Building Brick, $8 and $12 per 1000.
Reinforced Fence Posts, for wire or rail,
25c. a piece.
Water Troughs, $1.00 per foot.
Lawn Vases, $3.00 each.
Sidewalk Slabs, 10cents per square foot.
Doorsteps and Sills, 25 cents per foot.
Edison Portland Cement, $1.40 per bar
rel net.
Circulars free.
Bell Phone 4-Y.

ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I am
thankful to the public for patronage re
ceived and hope to merit a continuance of
the same.
C H A R L E S H 1 11 N T .

FIRST-CLASS

Single and Double Heaters
Ranges, Cook Stoves,
WlCKLESS OIL

HEATERS, RADI

ATORS, AND FARMERS’ BOILERS
at the right prices, and good service guar
anteed. No pains spared in my efforts to
give all my patrons satisfaction.

F. C. P O L E Y ,
LIM E R IC K SQ UARE, PA .

.
A bouse, with 6 rooms, and also an
F
office building, on Main street, Collegeor rent

ville. Apply to
H. L. SAYLOR, Collegeville, Pa.

4

The Independent
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.

EDITORIAL COMMENTS.
built 626 miles of road since the creation of WASHINGTON LETTER.
the Highway Department, the bulk of the
work having been done in the lis t two years. Prom Qur Regular Correspondent.
W ashington, D. C., Apr. 1, 1910.
In addition, the road building has been along
—
The best and most reassuring
more connected lines than heretofore.

W A S H

G O O D S ]^

Just Arrived and Placed on
Display.

event of this week is that an ami
cable agreement has been arranged
R e c e n t l y , in • the House of Commons,
England, the Chancellor of the Exchequer between the United States and Can
E. S. M oser, Editor and Proprietor.
made a defense of the British free trade sys ada. The maximum and minimum
tem with crushing effect on the Protection principle of the Payne-Alrich tariff
Thursday, April 7, 1910.
ists. His proofs in support of the five fol law threatened to interfere with the
mutually profitable commercial inlowing statements were overwhelming:
tetchange
which has long existed
B a l t im o r e has reached second place
BRIGHT, NEW, ATTRACTIVE PATTERNS.
F irst, that Great Britain, “ with its free between this country and its good
among' Atlantic seaports in export trade, trade system,- is in possession of the largest
10c. a yard for printed laws—in stripes and plaids. New
northern neighbor. For five months
which has aggregated $57,581,913 in the past international trade in the world.”
colorings.
eight months. Philadelphia, a much larger
Second, that “our export of manufac at least the President and the Secre
12|c. a yard for pointed batistes and dimities.
tured
goods is greater tbantbatof France and tary of State have been engaged in
city, lags behind in the export business.
An
abundance of the popular black and white effects as
an
effort
to
avoid
a
rupture
in
this
the United States put together.’
long-standing trade interchange and well as floral designs in all colors.
Third, that “our international shipping
18c. a yard for plain Flaxon—in stripes and plaids—a sheer
F rom the Springfield Republican: “The trade is almost as great as that of all the rest the President himself may be in
great part credited with the desir thin material, which will launder beautifully.
gentleman from Nebraska whose resolution of the world.”
able solution which has been at
25c. a yard for barred Flaxon—in neat patterns, and floral
upset Mr. Cannon on his very throne was
Fourth, that “ip this free trade country tained. The new tariff treaty with designs.
elected in 1908 by only 22 plurality. In 1910 we pay higher wages and have shorten hours Canada is one in which important
The daintiest, most summery fabric imaginable. Sheer
the Norris resolution should be worth at of labor,than any country in Europe.”
concessions have been made by both
white
or colored grounds with plaids and stripes of contrasting
Fifth, that “the prices of food and the governments with profit to both
least 2200.”
color.
necessities of life are less in this country parties to the convention; but most
than in any in the world.”
important of all, a basis has been
F r o m the Omaha Bee: “The scales for
laid for a renewal of negotiations
While the people of the United States are looking
weighing diamonds are so delicate that an
to further improved trade
eyelash will turn the balances, but that is not in favor of absolute free trade, they are relations on the border “on more
nothing to the scales of American prices, nevertheless beginning to realize that special liberal lines which should obtain be
which are so delicate that the yell of a crop protection for the few, at the expense of the tween countries so closely related
killer who has discovered a chinch bug down great majority, is one of the worst frauds, geographically and racially, as in
dicated by the President in his
in Texas will swing the balances in Chicago.” under the guise of law, in existence.
recent public utterances.” These
were the words from Secretary
HEADQUARTERS FOR
T h e following report of the Cancer Com Knox, and the Canadian Minister
A t Newcastle, this State, jail prisoners
have been put to work on the highways. mission of the Medical Society of Pennsyl replied that his country heartily re
ciprocated the spirit in which it
Prisoners who work willingly will get one vania should be very carefully read by every was made and “ would gladly avail
day off of their sentence for each two days body:
itself of the invitation. ”
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
worked. Those who refuse will be compelled
That in the great majority of cases can The most interesting event in the
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
cer
is
curable.
16 work and will be fed on bread and water.
Senate for some days has been the
MEN AND BOTS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
That to be cured cancer must be detected speech pf Senator Root from New
All able-bodied prisoners, every where, should
Underwear, Hoaiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
in the early stages.
York, defending the administration
be treated in the same manner.
/ou are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
measure
relating
to
a
new
railway
That the only certain cure, even in the
early stages, is to have the diseased tissues bill. This bill has been opposed by will keep you dry In a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OCR STOCK.
M r . Wa n g e r has. formally announced completely removed by a surgical operation. the insurgent Senators on the
his candidacy to succeed himself as a member
That in four-fifths of the cases cancerous ground mainly that it is a bill ap
of Cpngress from the Eighth district—Mont growths start in some part easily accessible proved by the railroad organization
138 WEST MAIN STREET,
leaders. Senator Root wrs not in
gomery and Bucks counties. It is not prob to the.surgeon.
good health, he was suffering from
NORRISTOWN, PA.
That any sore caused by constant irrita  cold, and his voice was somewhat w-18.
able that'he will have any Republican oppo
sition at the primary election in June, how tion of the skin or mucous membrane may be indistinct. Notwithstanding these
cancer, and therefore should receive disadvantages, he made a strong
ever much antagonizing.Democratic and other come
prompt medical attention.
presentation of the administration’s
political influence may materialize at the elec
That any wart, mole or tumor which case. He was given the closest at----- I3ST ----tion in November.
shows ulceration is likely to be cancerous, tension, especially by the lawyers
and, therefore, should be removed at once.
of the Senate, and was frequently
, No less than eighty-seven poultry dealers
That cancer is increasing with such interrupted with questions. Atone
, r ---;-----«—**■ ^---- :--in New York city have been indicted for a alarming rapidity that in some sections of the time, when Cummins, the most con
conspiracy to fix high prices. They are State it kills as many persons as tuberculosis. spicuous opponent of the bill, arose,
Set of 20 Pieces of gilt-edge Colonial Glassware,
That this slaughter is needless. For if Mr. Root smiled and observed, “ I
charged with preventing competitive dealers
worth
$3.50, selling at $2.50.
people will watch for the early symptoms of yield to the Senator from Iowa. I
from obtaining stalls in the markets to dis cancer
Dinner Sets—100 pieces — regular price $15,
and in each case have the tumor re am well aware of the rule of the
pose of their produce. The accused poulter moved before it spreads, the cure will be Senate that the only person not en reduced to $10.50.
ers are prosecuted under the provisions of a almost certain and the death rate from cancer titled to speak is the Senator who
Ribbons—Nos. 100 and 120, reduced from 30c.
has the floor. ” ' “Not the rale of the
State law aimed against unlawful combin reduced to a minimum. .
to
18
cents.
Senate,” said Senator Baily of
ations in restraint of trade. The trial may
Texas, “ But the practice.” Sena
reveal some information that will help the
NORRISTOWN LETTER.
tor Root said he believed that, in
public to locate one of the causes of high
N orristown , P a . , April 5, 1910.
some particulars the pending bill
prices.
Tile spectacle of a paid agent of a brewirig com ought to be amended; in the main,
pany zealously on duty at the Montgomery County however, it has his approval. Its
IF YOU A R E IN T H E M A R K E T
T h e New York Press, of recent date, Court House the past week, looking after the “ lifting” general scope, he believed, would
improved and strengthen the pres
says: “One good thing that Justice Brewer of the liquor licenses granted' by the court on Monday ent
law. The bill, he thought, was
last to various retail dealers about the county, left no
did for his people, beyond what he was paid doubt in the minds of those conversant with the situ a decided, positive aud progressive
to do, survives with the rest of bis works. ation as to the real interest in many of the liquor places measure for the better accomplish
He pleaded eloquently for a higher sense of in the district. The surprise is that in so glaring a ment of the purpose of the law
duty to the public among the members of the manner the letter and spirit of the law is defied and so creating the Interstate Commerce
Commission. Senator Root read ex- by Fake Puzzle Schemes. I here offer to furnish
the court.
profession which he decorated and bulwarked. daring a chance is taken* with
* *
racts ffom the speech of acceptHe urged with authority and earnestness the
The “fellows” who are to be favored with a “joy” tance of President Taft on this sub STANDARD PIANOS, w ith 25-year Gurantee and
principle that ‘justice delayed is justice de trip from Montgomery to Harrisburg, as State Conven ject and said that this speech had
feated.’ Brewer struck sledgehammer blows tion delegates, have not as yet been selected by either been under careful consideration be POSITIVELY EQUAL to any pianos made any
at the system of unlimited appeals aod of side. It is recognized that their identity will have no tween Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Taft, where, at prices that w ill save buyers in dollars
premiums on legal hairsplitting which so little bearing on the county ticket to be balloted for at and it was fai,r to assume that it.
often bring the name of justice into contempt the next year’s election. In view of the many who represented a continuous Republi more than the face value of advertised gold cer
already have their lines out for a court house “job” can policy through administrations. tificates. For instance:
in the United States.
the announcement of the delegates’ identity is awaited He also read parts of Mr. Roose
with more than a little interest. Amidst the hubbub velt’s message and Mr. Taft’s inI t has been a popular conclusion that the as to the delegates’ identity comes the charges against augual address on this question,
graduates of agricultural colleges do not go George Sullivan, the recognized Lower Merion Repub and urged that it would accomplish
back to the farm. This view certainly does lican leader who is accused of fraudulent voting, an the purpose of all Republican ad
Answering the
action which is declared now to be a clear case of per ministrations.
M ust be as represented. I can refer you, any
not apply to the Minnesota Agricultural Col secution not prosecution. Some “ dirty political linen” claims of some that the Interstate
lege. I t graduated 108 students a few ^ays from the Republican hotbed is assured when the case Commerce laws should be let alone, time, to satisfied customers—who have not been
ago, and it is said that at least 75 per cent, of comes to trial.
Mr. Root said that no statute could
*
*
*
stand forever without change. New gold-bricked.
them will return to their farms, and the per
The disadvantage of a municipal plant,, (when in conditions had to be met, and it
centage may be increased to 85. The rest of
the
hands
of narrow-minded men,) to the taxpayers is was to meet such that the pending
the members of the class will become teachers
demonstrated in Lansdale, where the borough council bill was formed; it would strength
and inspectors for the State, so that the en has decreed that the householders cannot have any gas en the power of those charged with 2-24.
O O ZiI^aEV IU .E, F A .
tire class will devote themselves to agricul for illuminating. They can have gas tor heating only. administering the Jaw. Senator Root
tu re in one way and another, and for twenty For lights, it Is either electricity or the deadly coal oil said that in 1906 when the Hepburn
years the percentage of graduates who have lamp. Lansdale has'a municipal electric light plant. law was passed, the Senate “ rang
made agriculture in one form or another their Lest some people might want to use gas to the disad like a boiler shop” with dire predic
FALL 1909.
ESTABLISHED 1868.
vantage of the electric service, of which the town holds tions as to the results of that law,
life work has been 72.
but
be
had
recently
been
assured
an exclusive franchise, the council Struck from a fran
chise ordinance to a new gas company, the right of by the president of one of the great
P e n n s y l v a n i a will add between 70 and furnishing gas for illumination, limiting the service roads of the country that be would
MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN
not repeal the Interstate Commerce
80 miles of improved highway this year to only to gas for heating purposes.
ALL KINDS OF
* * *
law if he had power to do so.
the roads built under the supervision of the
is crying loud for a new bridge to
There has been some agitation
State Highway Department. The unusually spanConshohocken
the Schuylkill river at that point. Norristown during the week in favor of an in
early season has enabled contractors for road and Royersford are also pleading for new structures. ternational celebration in Washing
We invite youi inspection of the largest and best se
work to begin operations in 20 or more Owing to the amount involved in any one of the three ton of the completion of the Isth
lected stock in the county. Our factory supplies fresh
goods. Do not buy shopworn goods when you can buy
counties, and every effort is being made to projects, all three cannot be accommodated at once. mian Canal, an event which is an
the latest patterns for 1909. Parlor Suits a specialty, In
The
County
Commissioners
are
in
a
dilemma.
The
aU
grades
and
our
own
make.
Do not buy a set of parlor furniture covered up ready
ticipated
five
years
hence.
It
seems
push construction as rapidly as possible. The
to
go
out.
If
you
do,
you
are
buying a cat in a bag. See your suit before it Is cov
iron
workers
claim
they
made
the
first
call
and
strong
to
be
agreed
or
rather
felt
in
Con
ered up and see your coverings before they are put on.
State has about $675,000 to spend on con
pressure is being brought to have Conshohocken gress that Washington is the only
D. Y. MOWDAY, Undertaker and Embalmer,
struction this year. The average cost is be secure the first bridge.
proper place for such an exposition
838, 240, 848 and 844 East Main St., Norristown.
tween $8500 and $9000 a mile. The State has
O bserver .
and celebration. •
We take full charge when requested.
Both ’Phones.

COLLEGE VILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA.

SUMMER WASH GOODS

1Men’s F urnishing Goods ! i

W

M . ZE3Z. G I L B E R T ,

Special Reductions

GLASSWARE 1 DINNER SETS.

KULP & MOYER, GRATERFORD, PA.

I T
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s u
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DO NOT BE HOODWINKED

A Standard Hake Piano for $200.
HENRY YOST, JR.,

Headquarters for Furniture.
D. Y . M OW D A Y
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STATE AND GENERAL NEWS

MAKE
YOUR
WILL
NOW

The first obligation
resting upon the in
dividual who is pos
sessed of property is
to make a will. The
time to do this is
when the faculties
are unimpaired. The
Norristown T r u s t
.Company s t a n d s
willing to help any
one in this matter
at no cost to them.
Attend to this at
once.

D;D NOT S E E POPE
Colonel Roosevelt and His
Holiness, Pope Pius X.

Don’t
SkYS HILPRECHT
Save
TABLET IS FRAUD
Money II. ill P. Professor Denounced
where it can’t grow—an idle dollar
is a fettered giant—an active dollar
will do a giant’s work and soon
double itself if deposited with us at
3 per cent, on every day.
A few dollars deposited will
blaze the way for others to follow.

Sorristown Trust Co.
DeKalb and Main S ts.
NORRISTOWN, PA.

Try an account at the

THE OLDSTAND

Penn TrnstCo.
Norristow n, Pa.

Established • - 1875.

loUegmllB jjatery.

Choice Bread
AND

C a k e s ROOSEVELT WON’T
IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection<ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

JOHN H. CUSTER,
-22ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA

Odd Fellows’ Hall
Grocery.
Try Our Coffees,
Canned Goods,
Dried Fruits
and Confectionery

Daniel H. Bartman,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA
Daily and Sunday Papers.

Need not be
connected to
Waterworks
The same water is used over
H l f and over again to operate

Hot Water and
Steam Systems
Only a few gallons need to
be added during a season.
Automatically
operated,
safe
and
very
durable.

REPUDIATE TAFT

Any Such Report is “Base
less Fabrication.”
Rome. April 6.—Colonel Roosevelt
again was besieged by newspaper men
who sought to draw from him an in
timation of his attitude toward the
'Taft administration.
He was told of reports circulated in
the United States to the effect that
there was a coldness .between the
president. and himself. This did not
disturb his equanimity or lead him in
to any comment.
Colonel Roosevelt did not come to
Rome to learn the wiles of the news
collector. However, it can be- said on
excellent authority th at any report
that he proposes to repudiate his suc
cessor in-the presidency is a “baseless
fabrication.”
It was also learned that Colonel
Roosevelt had hoped to see Senator
Blihu Root In Europe, and the follow
ing summary of the former president’s
attitude toward American politics was
personally authorized:
“Colonel Roosevelt has not intimat
ed what he will or what he will not
do upon his return to the United
States.
“He has constantly refrained from
discussing politics in any way or man
ner. He has listened to the opiniohs
of Americans whom he has seen, but
declined to comment thereon.
“He will see Gifford Pinchot at Ge
noa Just as he will see other friends
who desire to see him, and just as he
desired to see Senator Root, who, un
fortunately, found himself unable to
Gome to Europe.”

The undersigned will furnish and erect
IDEAL BOILERS and guarantee satis
faction. Will also furnish and erect the
FREED BOILERS — excellent steam
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
of GollegevlUe. Windmills furnished and
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumblog done at reasonable prices.

J . H. BOLTON,
4-4.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Dead A nim als Removed
FREE OF CHARGE.
I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and
$1.00 to (2.00 for Dead-Cows.
'Phone—Bell, 11-L.

Geo. W . Schweiker,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
/ , ET t o u r Posters Printed at
"
the h d e p e a d s tl Offlse.

for the particular buyer is the reliable
kind. We invite you to inspect odr
stock, feeling confident that our values
will please you.
The latest'styles and most artistic
designs in fashionable Jewelry present
a charming display which is worth
your white to see.
Beautiful diamonds, watches and
clocks, rare gems, at attractive prices,
afford you a rare opportunity for wise
selections.

J. D. SALLADEs
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,
16 E. Main 8t.
Norristown, Pa.

1 3 = A lie v a B r o th e r s
TAILORS, CLEANSES, DYERS
ARE REPRESENTED IN
COLLEGEVILLE
by H. D. STERNER, who will take or
ders and make appointments for the firm.
Our team will visit Collegeville and vicin
ity every

Tuesday and Friday
to receive and deliver articles of wearing
apparel entrusted to our care. Good
workmanship and satisfactory service
guaranteed.
Your patronage solicited.

i
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HETTY GREEN ILL
Condition of Richest Woman In the
World Said to Be Serious.
New Orleans, April 6.—Mrs. Hetty
Green, “richest woman In the world,”
is reported to be critically ill In this
city. The nature of Mrs. Green’s mal
ady Is not disclosed, but from a we.I
Informed source It was learned that
her condition Is so serious that she
may not recover.
Edward H. R. Green, her only sen,
reached New York last week, coming
from Texas. A t'th a t time it was said
the purpose of his visit was to con
clude a railroad deal. This Mr. Green
denied. It is now believed that his
visit is due to the precarious health
of his mother, and that he was netified
by her physician that it might be well
for him to be near her for fear of a
sudden collapse.

EN G IN EERS GET RA ISE

OWE OF THE VERT
BEST BOILERS ON
THE HARJKiET.

The Only
Kind of
Jewelry

Erie Railroad’s New Wage Scale Satis
factory to Employes.
New York, April 6.—The Erie railroal has settled upon a new schedule
of wages with Its enginemen. An in
crease has been granted, which main
tains the same differential in wages
which has heretofore existed on the
Erie in comparison with other com
peting lines.
I t was said that in reaching the
agreement the men took into consider
ation the financial condition o f . the
Erie and did not stand out for the
highest range of wages which have
been granted on other lines.
Corset 8teel Saves Life.
Darby, Pa., April 6.—Mrs. Joseph B.
Ellison narrowly escaped being shot,
when a revolver was accidentally dis
charged by Mrs. H. Ellis, a neighbor,
who was helping her to move from
one house to another. As both women
were cleaning out a bureau drawer
they found the weapon, and as Mrs.
Bills picked it up it was discharged.
The bullet struck Mrs. Ellison In the
side, but was deflected by her corset
steel and burled itself in the plaster
of the wall.
Maryland Votes For Income Tax.
Annapolis, Md., April 6.—The state
senate adopted a Joint resolution, al
ready approved by the house of dele
gates, sanctioning the Income tax
amendment to the federal constitution.

8
YOD WILL
#
i
HAKE NO §8
MISTAKE 88
In making your purchases at
FENTON’S STORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor
to know just what to buy, how
to buy, and bow to sell the thou
sand and more articles kept in
stock in a thoroughly equipped
general store.
In DRY GOODS, GROCER
IES, DRIED FRUIT8, CANNED
GOODS, or In any department of
the big store on the corner you
will find what you want at the
right price
Ready-made Pantaloons and
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Boots and Shoes are among the
specialties.
Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
variety.

—
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Sales advertised in the I nde 
are sure to attract the
presence of bidders and buyers.
You can let all the people kDO,w
wbat you have to sell by adver
tising.
pendent

as a Wfo’g . f 0 :

of Baltimore city, so tnat tneir s u c c e s 
sors will be chosen a t the November
state election, spring elections being
abolished. The bills are based, upon
the assumption that the Fifteenth
amendment is void, and it is declared
in the preamble that the exercise of
the elective franchise by the negro is
not consistent with his, own b e st'in 
terests as the welfare of the white
race.

ROOSEVELT GALLS
OFF RECEPTION
Methodist Pastor’s Statement
Cause of Action.

Railroads Raise Wages.
Employes of the Philadelphia &
Reading railway were notified that,
beginning April 1, their wages would
be increased 6 per cent. The announce
ment, made in Philadelphia, says that
the increase will be general among all
Professor Barton Declares Tablet Up permanent employes receiving less
holding Biblical Story of the Deluge than $300 a month whlse pay has not
Colonel Roosevelt Declares He Wilt
Is a Fabrication For Sensational been adjusted within the last ninety
Be< Used In No Way to Disparage
days.
Purposes.
Coming within twenty-four hours af
Any One and Deplores “Religious
The tablet that Professor Herman ter the announcement by the Pennsyl
Animosities.”
V. Hilprecht, of the department of vania Railroad company of its wage
archaeology of the University of Penn boost and the increase being alike, has
Rome, April 6.—Former President
sylvania, announced two weeks ago he given rise to a report that there has Roosevelt’s wish that the Vatican in
had discovered in an expedition to been a slip-up in the announcement cident be regarded as personal to him
Palestine, and which he said upheld and that it was intended th at the has not been respected and he is in
the Biblical story of the deluge, was raises were intended to be published tensely annoyed.
denounced at a meeting of the Ameri simultaneously. In railroad circles It
About the first thing he did was to
can Oriental society at.the Johns Hop was recalled th at the last general in call off the reception to the American
crease
In
wages,
made
by
the
two
com
kins university in Baltimore, Md., as a
colony.
fabrication and as an exploitation of panies in 1906, were announced at the
This action, as stated, was due di
an archaeological fraud for purely sen same time. The increase at that time rectly to the Issuance of a statement
sational purposes. The paper, which was 10 per cent.
by Rev. B. M. Tipple attacking the
The Reading’s increase will affect Roman church.
was on the “latest addition to the
about
27,000
employes.
As
the
average
Babylonian literature of the delu~e
Mr.' Roosevelt does, not propose to
story,” was presented by Professor pay is about $60 a month, the addition be used by any one to the disparage
George A. Barton, of'B ryn Mawr col will cost the company about $97,800 a ment of any one else.
lege. He took up in detail the conten month, or $1,166,400 annually. The to
Mr. Tipple called upon Mr. Roose
tions of Professor Hilprecht and show tal number of employes, Including velt and then made a statement in
ed th a t they were fallacious in every those in the general offices. Is 27,500. which he gave the Vatican incident a,
Not including the general offices, the world-wide signiflcauce, saying:
particular.
“To those who know Professor Hril- number of employes Is given as 26,700.
“Mr. Roosevelt has struck a blow
precht,’.’ said Professor Barton, “an
for twentieth century Christianity.
King Menelik Dies of Apoplexy.
elaborate refutation of his theories
The representatives of two great re
Menelik II., king of Abyssinia, is publics have been the ones to put the
will be unnecessary. Nevertheless, I
hope to show th at his statements dead, at the age of sixty-six years, and Vatican where it belongs. * * *
about the tablet are not only incorrect in the twenty-first year of his reign.
“The Vatican is incompatible with
as regards ihterpretation, absolutely Prince Lidj Jeassu, grandson of the republican principles. This Is a bitter
wrong as regards the alleged age to late monarch, is heir to the throne.
dose for patriotic Catholics in Amer
The empress' has been imprisoned ica to swallow. I wonder how many
which he attributes them and totally
by
the
followers
of
the
crown
prince.
of no significance from a Biblical
doses of this sort they will take before
The king was stricken with apo they revolt.
standpoint.”
Dr. Barton said that the scholarship plexy last fall and never recovered
“Is Catholicism In America to be
which Professor Hilprecht manifested his health. For many weeks his death American or Romish? If Romish, then
has
been
expected,
and
was
falsely
re
in his translation of the text of his
every patriotic American shoutd rise
tablet was hardly worthy of a firs’ ported several times.
to crush it, for Roman Catholicism is
When he was able no longer to- carry the uncompromising foe of freedom.
year student In Hebrew, and that th°
restorations which he made in the on the affairs of state, Ras Tesame, * * * The world advances, but the
case of filling in. broken lines were the regent, with the approval of the Vatican never.” •
purely conjectural amendations and principal chiefs,, took over the reins
When the Tipple pronouncement
that the chances of his interpretations of government. At the same time Em was shown to Mr. Roosevelt he said: ’
being correct, were Only about one in press Taltou was deprived of all her
“I had made no arrangements to
power of interference in the govern speak at an churc^i or clerical-organi
a hundred.
“While occasionally his translation ment, and her appointments made zation in Rome. ’ I have received a
of a line is sound,” continued Dr. Bar-, among her favorites were annulled.
number of gentlemen of all religious
Prince Yidj Jeassu was proclaimed
ton, “his drawing upon his imagination
faiths who have called at my rooms or
in filling out the broken lines was en heir to the throne on May 18 last. He at the American embassy.
Is fourteen years of age, and little less
tirely too free.”
“Under the circumstances I have
than a year agci was married to the requested the American ambassador
“In the second place, Dr. Hilprech
claims that the tablet was written granddaughter, aged seven years, of not' to hold the reception which he
some time between 2137 and 2005 B. the late Emperor 'John and niece of had intended! to hold on Wednesday
C. Any student of the Oriental lan Empress Taltou.
afternoon.
guages could tell from even a casual
“As regards all efforts by whomso
examination that the dialect In which
Cripple Walks Before Dying.
e v e r made to bring about and inflame
the tablet is written belongs to a
Miss Anna Causey, youngest daugh
animosities because of what
wholly later period, and that instead ter of Mr. and Mrs. Josiah W. Causey, religious
has occurred In connection with the
of the real date of the tablet being died suddenly at the home of her par Vatican and myself, I can do no more
that of the time alleged, it really be ents, In Wnite Haven, Md., of heart
longs several centuries later. Thus, failure, superinduced by a curvature than to refer to the emphatic state
ments contained In my open letter to
even if the interpretation had be°n of the spine, aged sixteen years.
Dr.
Lyman Abbott.
correct, the tablet is of no scientific
Miss Causey had been afflicted yith
“All th at I there s said I desire to
value, since it belongs to a period sev spinal trouble since early childhood
eral centuries after that on which it and had not walked a step since she reiterate with my whole power.”
Ambassador Leishman had arranged
is alleged to throw historical light.
was six years old until the day pre the reception that Mr. Roosevelt
“At the time of the exploitation of ceding her death when, it Is said, she
this wonderful discovery in the public surprised everyone by suddenly jump might meet Americans in Rome re
press and its acceptance by an unsus; ing to her feet and walking around the gardless of, their faith on the neutral
pecting public, Biblical scholars were room just as any child with good use ground of the embassy.
The appearance, however, of the
eager to see the tablet, and their de of its limbs would do. For nearly ten
sire was readily gratified by Professor years the afflicted girl had moved Tipple statem ent displeased many
Hilprecht, who , willingly furnished about the room by crawling. She had American Catholics, who showed an
copies both of the tablet and the pam never been able to sit up, except for intention of not attending the recep
phlet which he based-upon It to all a few minutes at a time since she h»d tion if the ’Methodists of the organiza
who desired. All who have examined her first illness, and was a dwarf phy tion represented by Mr. Tipple were
to be present.
the tablet, I think, will agree with m"1 sically.
The m atter was carried to Mr.
in my contention that it is purely ■a
Roosevelt, who, after hearing both
fraud. A valid indictment of it could
No More Prison Stripes.
sides, asked Mr. Leishman to. cancel
be based upon any one of the three
There are now so many “gentle the whole affair, and this was done.
counts which I have enumerated.”
men convicts” among the 700 prison
The sensation caused by Mr. Rolseers In the western penitentiary at velt’s decision not to be received by
Maryland Negroes Disfranchised.
Pittsburg that Warden John Francis the pope upon terms made by Car
The Maryland legislature has d is  announced that the stripes are to be
franchised over 45,000 negroes so fa • practically abandoned at that institu dinal Merry del Val continues un
as state and municipal elections a r 1 tion. Neat suits of blue with class let abated. The press is filled with col
umns on the subject.
concerned by the passage of the hills ters on them are to be substituted
Papers of all shades of political
of Delegate W. Mitchell Digges, o ; gradually for the stripes, and only the opinion, except the clerical ’organs,
Charles county. It is the most sweep very worst behaved men are to be support Mr. Roosevelt’s attitudeTSome
ing method of disfranchisement eve” punished by uniforms of the “zebra”
violent anti-clerical sheets Intimate
attempted in any state, and even lead type.
that the affair may result in the down
ing statesmen of the far southern
fall of the papal secretary.
states have expressed a doubt as to i s
Fruit From a Rose.
These papers are apparently trying
constitutionality. But the scheme is
Hugo Lilenthal, a Berkeley, Cal., to arouse a great, anti-clerical demon
so ingeniously worked out that no r e  horticulturist, announces the discovery stration at the railway station- when
test can be made In the courts until of an edible' fruit from the climbing Mr! Roosevelt leaves the city Wednes
after the next state election.
rose. He declares th at this fruit will
The bills were passed by both the in course of time take the place of the day night
houses and will be sent to the gov Loganberry, to which it is allied.
MOTORS WITH KING
ernor. ■
Lilenthal succeeded in obtaining the
There are four bills In all. The first fruit by cross grafting. The fruit,
repeals the existing registration laws: which he says is quite nutritious and Italian Ruler and Roosevelt on Sight
seeing Trip.
the second enacts a new registration has a flavor like a pineapple, may be
Rome, April 6.—King Victor Em
treasure providing that none but white eaten either raw or cooked.
manuel called upon Mr. Roosevelt at
men shall be registered in the future
his hotel, the Beau Site, and some time
as voters; the third carries ’the con
Gives $14,000 to College.
stitutional amendment designed to re
A gift of $14,000 to Muhlenberg col was spent in an animated conversa
strict registration-for all time to the lege, at Allentown, Pa., was announc tion.
Following the chat the king and
white persons of the state, as, it pro ed by Rev. W. D. C. Keiter, secretary
Mr. Roosevelt entered a motor car In
hibits any future legislature'from ex of the board of trustees.
tending the registration privilege to
The donor is Charles Mosser, a which his majesty had driven to the
negroes, except those owning $509 prominent citizen of Allentown. The hotel, and visited the barracks of the
worth of property.
money will be devoted to the purchase cuirassiers, the royal bodyguard.
The cuirassiers executed a series of
This amendment will be voted upon of the land adjoining the college, upon
in the fall of 1911 by white men only which it is proposed in the near fu maneuvers for the benefit of the for
A provision has been inserted which ture to erect a new preparatory school. mer president, who was much pleased.
He said he had never seen a finer
will permit the white voters, if they,
body of mounted men.
so desire, to extend the privilege of
Boy, Treed by ’Gators, Starves.
From the barracks the king and his
registration and the ballot box to ne
After searching for a week, the body guest motored to the monument, in
groes owning and paying taxes on S500 of Ernest Johnson was found in the
worth of property. It was thought best top branches of a tree in a swamp course of construction, to Victor Em
to insert this provision, as the Demq- near Palmetto, Fla. A note in his manuel II.
They climbed to the top of the co
cratic leaders desire to shut out only hat said that his-boat was attacked by
the thriftless and ignorant negroes alligators while he was fishing, and lossal structure, upon which $10,00Q,and are willing to admit to the ballot he climbed the tree, which the alliga 000 has been expended thus far. From
the crown of the monument they had
box those who have sufficient thrift to tors guarded day and night.
a magnificent view of the ancient city.
accumulate $500 worth of property.
Immediately below were the capitol.
This
property
qualification
is
Convict
Dies
of
Beri
Berl.
the Forum and the towering dome of
thought preferable to an education"11
Sam Laborde, one of the twenty-one St. Peter’s, while their horizon was
qualification, because it is believed
th at the negro who has acoufnulated convicts sent up from the county chain bounded by the Albanian hills and the
property will prove better wo^thv of gang of Charleston, suffering with beri blue of the Mediterranean. Mr. Roose
the franchise than the educated negro, beri, died at the state penitentiary at velt expressed himself as charmed by
who may be weighted' with all the Columbia, S. C., from the disease. An the sight
autopsy disclosed that the diagnosis as
As they drove back to the hotel h ’s
shiftlessness of his race.
beri beri was correct. Several prom!
majesty and the American were acThe fourth bill etxe-nds the te-itta
nnniilafia
the mayor and other municiDal Qwi&r# nant nhvsicians attended the au tO D "

SCIENTISTS DISCUSS FIND

DITTERLY ASSAILED VATICAN
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NEWS, SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY

BAGGING A BIG TIGER SpringStyles
The Jungle Monarch Was Trap
ped Lolling In His Bath.

Victor Co.’s Offices at McKee
Rocks, Pa., Held Up.
ESCAPED

WITH

$5000

After Killing the Manager and Cashier
the Robbers Escaped on Horses,
Shooting Down the Street as They
Galloped Away.
Pittsburg, April 6. — A sensational
bank robbery occurred at McKees
Rocks, a suburb six miles below P itts
burg. Employes of the Victor Banking
company were preparing to close for
the night, when four men appeared.
Two with drawn revolvers warned
away pedestrians, while th other two
went inside the bank and opened fire.
The dead—Samuel Friedman, man
ager, killed with three bullets while
trying to protect $5000 on the counters
of the bank.
Ignatz Schwartz, cashier, who was
shot through the head; taken to Mc
Kees Rocks hospital; died.
Mortally wounded—Robert King, a
citizen, shot down by robbers as they
ran with the plunder, will live; An
drew Milko, mill workman, hit by stray
bullet; Mary Enco, employe of bank,
slightly injured trying to save Fried
man and Schwartz, hysterical from
fright.
The robbers jumped on horses and
•scaped with the $5000. The Victor
bank does a heavy business with the
workmen from the plants of each
town. It is a bank for foreigners and
also conducts a steamship agency.
Last Saturday was pay day a t most
of the works and there was about $25,000 In the bank. Only $5000 of it ap
peared on the counters, however, the
rest being locked up in the safes.
It was customary to keep the bank
open until IQ o’clock for several even
ings after pay day, but business being
slow, it appears that Manager Fried
man, who also acted as teller, and
Cashier Schwartz decided to close for
the night at about 8.30. Suddenly the
two robbers entered the bank, walked
up to the cashier’s window and shot
Schwartz down in his tracks. Then
they grabbed the money, which they
stuffed into bags slung over their
shoulders.
Friedman, who had been in the back
part of the bank attending to the big
safes, came rushing out of the bank
after the men. and on the steps he
was shot dead.
Mary Enco, who had been employed
as a domestic about the bank in the
daytime, was in the neighborhod. She
came running and threw herself on
one of the robbers as he was about to
shoot into the body of Mr. Friedman.
The robber tossed her to one side and
ran on.
The robbers’ horses were tethered
■near the bank, for within two minutes,
before a crowd had any chance to.
gather, the four mounted men were
shooting down the street.
“Get out or we’ll kill you,” shouted
one to Robert King, as he stood in
front of Green’s hotel. King stood his
ground, and in another second he was
writhing on the ground with three
bullets in his body.
A little further along Andrew Milko.
who had stopped to gape at the fast
riding men, was shot through the
body.
v
The authorities of McKees Rocks
are of the opinion th at the robbery
had been planned for some weeks and
that it was to have been carried out
last Saturday night, when the bank
was fairly filled with money.

#2800 S H E E P STOLEN
Live Stock Valued at $15,000 Stolen
From Texas Ranch.
Sanderson, Tex., April 6.—A. G. An
derson has discovered that a flock of
sheep numhering 2800 head and valued
at about I ’ 000 was stolen from his
ranch in the upper end of this county
a few nights ago; It is the biggest
live stock theft that has taken place
in this region for several years. The
state rangers have been sent for to
trail the sheep and capture the bold
thieves.
It is thought the theft was commit
ted by Mexicans and that the flock hag
been driven into Mexico by this time.
Engine Ran Away; Killed Man.
Butte, Mont., April 6.—E. L. Me
Nabb, hoisting engineer in the Nevei
Sweat mine, one of the Anaconda
properties, was killed by the wreck of
his engine, the engine getting beyond
his control, and flying to pieces. MeNabb was one of the men brought here
to fill the place of a striking engineer.
Mother and Children Jailed For Murder.
Berryville, Ark., April 6.—Mrs. Elias
Shafer and her four children are in
jail here, charged with the murder of
Mrs. Shafer’s husband. One of the
boys said his father had threatened to
kill the whole family.
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A FEAT OF MARKSMANSHIP
Only
the
let,
the

the Brute’s Head Showed.Above
Water, and the Well Placed Bul
Fired From an Elephant, Entered
Nostril and Broke His Neck.

ARE READY.
To the many who have
been dealing with us, it
is not necessary to ex
plain the merits of our
goods or of the advant
ages of dealing here—
but to our many new
customers, who may not
be f a m i l i a r w ith our
goods we wish to say
that we sell the product
of the very best makers
only and that we as well
as the makers stand back
of all goods sold here.

An interesting account of a tige
hunt is given by one who had a wit!
experience in hunting this most dan
gerous of beasts. Mounted upon ele
phants, the writer and his companion:
had been beating the jungle without
making a find until, as they were
about to give up the search, a sudden
disturbance among the elephants ap
peared to betoken a tiger near at
band. Giving directions to the others
as to the order of marching their ele
phants, the writer ordered his ma
hout to turn into the thick feathered
foliage to the left in search of a pool
of water which he remembered to be
there.
There was a slight descent to a long
but narrow hollow about fifty or sixty
yards wide. This was filled with cleai
water for an unknown length.
The very best stiff hat made
I was just about to make a remark
when, instead of speaking, I gently
grasped the mahout by the head as ! is here, as well as the next best
leaned over the .howdah and by this ones. The best are made by
signal stopped the elephant
There was a remarkable sight. Dunlap and are to be had only
About 120 yards distant on my right
the head and neck of a large tiger here. The next best ones are
clean and beautiful, reposed above tbe
surface of the water, while the body the Stetson, the Roelof, the
was cooling, concealed from view
Here was our friend enjoying his Imperial and others made un
quiet bath, while we had been pound der our own label. With these
ing away np and down the jungles
which he had le ft
makes to select from, there is no
“Fire at him.” whispered the ma
hout “or you will lose him! H e will doubt that the best hats are
see ns and be off.”
“Hold your tongue!” I answered. here. As this is the only store
“He can’t see us, for the sun is at our
back and is shining in his eyes. See that sells all of these hats it’s
how green they are.”
easy to see where to buy. Soft
At this moment the tiger quietly rose j
from his bafh and sat up on end like Hats, 50c. to $5. Stiff Hats,
a dog. I never saw such a sig h t His
head was beautiful-, and the eyes $1.50 to $5.00.
shone like two green electric lights as
the sun’s rays reflected from them,
but his huge body was dripping with
muddy water, as he had been reclin
It’s early, but you might just
ing upon the alluvial bottom.
For quite a minute the tiger sat up
in the same position. At last, as if as well come in to-day and look
satisfied that he was In safety and se over the superb clothes we’ve
clusion, he once more lay down wit;
only the head and neck exposed above gotten ready for you. We’re
the surface.
“Back the elephant gently, but do sure you will say they’re the
not -turn around,” I whispered. Im
Prices rea
mediately the elephant backed through very nicest ever.
the feathery tamarisk without th’
slightest sound, and we found our sonable, too.
selves outside the Jungle. We coul 1
breathe freely.
“Go on, now, quite gently till 1 press
your head, then turn to the right, de
scending through the tamarisk till I
again touch your turban.”
221 High (Street,
I counted the elephant’s paces as she
PO TTSTO W N . PA .
moved softly parallel with the jungle
until 1 felt sure of my distance. A
slight pressure upon the mahout's
head and the elephant turned to the
right. The waving plumes of the dark
green tamarisk divided as we gently
buy FURNITURE and H O U S E moved forward, and in another mo
ment we stopped. There was the tiger
FURNISHING GOODS you want
in the same position, exactly facing
the style and qualities you are look
me, but now about seventy-five pace
ing for and full value for your
distant.
money. Kindly remember that
“Keep the elephant quite steady,” 1
whispered, and, sitting down upon the
howdah seat, I took a rest with the
rifle upon the front bar of the gun
rack. A piece of tamarisk kept wav
ing in the wind just in front of t h e ;
rifle beyond my reach. The mahout
leaned forward and gently bent it
down. Now all was clear. The tiger’s
IS THE PLACE TO GET STYLE,
eyes were like green glass. The ele
QUALITY and VALUE; where
phant for a moment stood like stone.
you can save the expense of trips to
I touched the trigger.
larger towns or the city and fre
There was no response to the loud re
quently some cash besides in paying
port of six drams of powder from the
“five-seven-seven” rifle, no splash id
for your purchases. It is always a
the unbroken surface of the water.
pleasure to show goods. Our stock
The tiger’s head was still there, but
includes
various styles of Furniture,
in a different attitude, one-half below
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths, and
the surface and only one cheek and
one large eye still glittering like an
Linoleums.
emerald above.
CARPETS CLEANED and REUpon examination it proved th a t
LAID. REPAIRING and UP
there was no hole whatever in that
tiger, the bullet having entered the
HOLSTERING ATTENDED TO.
nostril, broken the neck and run along
the body. The animal consequently
had never moved.
This tiger when laid out straight, but
without being pulled to increase it>
length, measured exactly nine feet
and eight inches from nose to tail.—
Youth’s Companion.

Spring Hats, 50c. to $5.

Spring Clothes, $10 to $30.

HAD LUCK ON THE WAY.
The English Thief That Dropped In to
See His Lawyer.
Here is a story of a genuine instance
of the kind of business which fell to
the lot of a once notorious London
“thieves’ counsel.” One day a thick
set man, with a cropped poll of un
mistakably Newgate cut, slunk Into
this counsel's room, when the follow
ing dialogue took place:
“Morning, sir,” said the man, touch
ing his forelock.
“Morning,” said the eounsel. “W hat
do you want?”
“Well, sir, I’m sorry to say, sir. our
little Ben, "ir, has ’ad a misfortin.
Fust offense, sir, only a wipe.”
“Well, well!” Interrupted the coun
sel. “Get on”—
“So, sir, we thought as you’d ’ad all
the family business we’d like you to
defend him, sir.”
“All right.” said the counsel; “see
my clerk”—
“Yes, sir," continued the thief, “but
I thought I’d like to make sure you’d
attend yourself, sir. We’re anxious
cos it’s little Ben, our youngest kid.”
“Oh, that will be all right! Give
Simmons the fee.”
“Well, sir,” continued the man, shift
ing about uncomfortably. “I was go
ing to arst you, sir, to take a little
less. You see, sir”—wheedlingly—“it’s
little Ben—his first misfortin”—
“No, no!” said the counsel trnpa-'
tlently. “Clear out!”
“But, sir, you’ve had all our busi
ness. Well, sir, if you won’t you
won’t, so I’ll pay you now, sir.” And
as he doled out the guineas, “1 may
as well tell you, sir, you wouldn’t ’a’
got the counters If I hadn’t had a little
bit of luck on the way.”—From “The
Recollections of a K. C„” by Thomas
Edward Crispe.
Funny For Her.
A New England lad was intently
watching his aunt in the process of
making pies and cake. He seemed
very much inclined to start a conver
sation, an inclination, however, which
the aunt in no way encouraged. She
continued in silence to assemble the
Ingredients of a mammoth cake.
“Tell me something funny, auntie,”
finally ventured the boy.
“Don’t bother me, Tommy,” said the
aunt. “How can I when I am making
cake?”
“Oh, you might say, ‘Tommy, have a
piece of the pie I’ve Just made.’ That
would be funny for you.”—Exchange.
.
Farms, residences, hotels, building
F
sites—all locations, prices and terms.
o r hale

Also a number of houses in Norristown,
Bridgeport and Conshohocken.
Money to loan on first mortgage.
THOS. B, WILSON,
S-15.
Eagleville, Pa.

L

A. HOOKEY,
(FORMERLY OF NORRISTOWN,)

R . M . R O O T , Blacksmith- Horseshoer

When you

The Collegeville
Furniture Store

His Last Request.
Charles Dickens used to relate an
anecdote of the last moments of Fauntleroy, the great banker, hanged for
forgery in 1824. His elegant dinners Furnishing Undertaker
had always been followed by some re
markable and matchless curacao, the
and Embalmer.
source of which he kept a deep secret.
Orders entrusted to my charge will
Three of his boon companions had an
receive the most careful and pains
interview with him in the condemned
cell the day before his execution. They
taking attention.
were about to retire when the most
impressive of the .three stepped back
J o h n L . B e c h te l,
and said: “Fauntleroy, you stand on
the verge of the grave. Remember
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
the text, my dear man, th at ‘we
’Phone No. 18.
brought nothing into this world, and
It is certain we can take nothing out.'
Have you any objection, therefore, to
I6F“The I ndependent ’s eight pages
tell me now, as a friend, where you contain local and general news, agri
got that curacao?”

cultural notes, short stories and
Life is fruitful in the ratio in which interesting miscellaneous reading
it is laid out in noble action or patient matter. A copy every week forJ>2
norseveraace.-—Liddon.

G R A T ER FO R D , PA,

Shoeing of road and track horses a
specialty. First-class new and repair
work in all branches of blacksmithing, a t
popular prices.
Your patronage solicited.
3-25-3m.

H E N R Y G. F L Y ,
G RATERSFO RD.

PA.

B E E F , VEA L,
HUTTON,
PORK, and
all kinds o f
Dressed
Poultry.
Served in COLLEGEVILLE every Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday.
I pay 8%c. per pound for veal calves and
50c. extra for delivery. \
Mail orders promptly attended to.

FRANK W. SHALK0P,

Undertaker * Embalmer
T R A PPE , PA.

COURT OF MONTGOMERY
COUNTY, PA. NOTICE OF FILING
ORPHANS’
AND AUDIT OF ACCOUNTS.

HEADQUARTERS

Notice is hereby given to heirs, legatees,
creditors, and all parties in interest, that the
—F O R following accounts have been filed In the
office of the pegister of Wills or Clerk of
Orphans’ Court, as the case may be, of said
county, on tfifiScLtes below stab d, that said
executors, administrators, guardians and
trustees have settled their accounts in said
office; and that the same will be presented
to the Orphans’ Court of said county on
Tuesday, April 19, 1910, at 10 o’clock a.
m , for confirmation, at which time the
Honorable William F. Solly, | President
Judge of said Court, will sit in Court Room
No. 3, in the Court House, to audit said ac
An a t t r a c t iv e d i s p l a y o f
counts, heir and pass upon exceptions
wherever filed, and make distribution of tbe Dress G i o g l i » m s , Percales,
balance ascertained to be in the hands of
said accountants.
Hadras, and White Goods.
No 1— A t w o o d —Feb. 14—First .account of
Laura Atwood, admrx. of Harry 8. At
wood, dec’d.
No. 2—S.nyder —Feb. 16—First and final
account of W. Norman Morris, executor Embroideries andLaces. Muslins, bleached
of William R. Snyder, late of,Hatfield,
and brown, from one yard to twodec’d
and-a-half yards in width.
No. 3—Longstrbth—Feb. 18 —First and
final account of Abram R. Lougstreth,
Rqady-made Pillow Cases, Sheets, Etc.
admr of Josephine Longstreth, late of
Ablngton, dec’d.
No. 4—Egoi.f—Feb. 28—First and fiqal ac Ladies’ and Gents’ Light Weight
count of Peter L. Egolf, admr. of Donald
Underwear and Full Line
P. Egolf, late of Pottstown, dec’d.
No. 5—Pool—March 1—First and final ac
o f Furnishings.
count of Henry A. Groff, guardian of Alice
M. Pool, late a minor.. *
FOOTWEAR FOR CHILDREN, MEN
No. 6 Hallman—March 2—First account
AND WOMEN IN VARIETY OF
of Mary Y. Hallman, executrix of Henry
H Hallman, late of Norristown, dec’d.
STYLES; RUSSET AND
No. 7—BeYRb—March 4—First and final ac
count of Josephus Beyer, et. al., executors
BLACK LEATHER.
of samuel B. Beyer, late of Whltpain, de
ceased.
Look at our line of Men’s Heavy Work
No. 8—Dettka—March 4—Flist and final
Shoes.
account ofWilliam Morris' Springer, ad
ministrator of Margaret Dettra, late of
Hardware,
Faints, Oils, Etc.
Whiteside county, Illinois, dec’d.
Pittsburgh
Wire
Fencing, A GOOD
No. 9—F ry—March 4—First and final ac
and SERVICEABLE Paint, variety of
count of William Morris Springer admr
colors, .at 90c. per gallon.
of Joseph Fry, late of Whiteside county,
Illinois, dec’d.
A Complete Line o f Groceries
No. 10—Fry—March 4—First and final ac
count of William Morris Springer, admr. always in stock at inviting prices.
of Jacob Fry, late 01 Whiteside county,
Illinois, dec’d.
No. 11—Mynick March 8—First and final
account of David Goodbread, executor of
Josepoine Mynick, dec’d
No 12—Hallowbli— March 8—First and
, final account of George W. Worth, execu
T R A PPE , PA .
tor of T. Ell wood Hallowell, late of
Horsham, dec’d
No. 13—Warthman—March 8—Account of
Peter A. Scheinm, admr. of William T: L.
Warthman, dec’d, as filed by J. Harper
Dripp.-, et. al., executors of said Peter A.
$3 . 0 0 ,
Scheinm, dec’d.
No. 14—Kiler—March 11—First and final
& $5 . 0 0
account of Mary I. Miller, executrix of
John L. Kiler, late of Marlborough, dec’d.
Best in the World
No. 15—Hunsbebgbr—March 11—First and
. final account of Thomas D. Nase et. al.,
UNION
executors of David Hunsberger, late of
MADE
Hatfield, dec’d.
Boys
9
No. 16—Mrschter—March 12—First, and
final account of Lewis J. Link et. al., ex
Shoes
ecutors of William Y. Meschter, dec’d.
$ 2.00
No 17 Sharplbss—March 12—Account of
Fidelity Trust Company, trustee for Emma
and
Williams, under the will of Anna R.
$ 2.50
Sharpless, dec’d.
No. 18—Landis—March 12—First and final Fast Color Eyelets Used
account of tbe Montgomery Trust Com
W. L. Douglas shoes are the lowest
pany, guardian of Harvey K. Landis, a price#
quality considered# in the world.
minor, now d ceased.
Their excellent style# easy fitting and
No. 19—J ones—March 14—Second and final long wearing qualities excel those of
account of Fduiund Jone-, executor of other makes. If you have been paying
Jehu Jones, lat • of Lower Merlon, dec’d.
high prices for your shoes# the next time
No. 20- F reed—March 17—First and final you need a pair give W. L. Douglas shoes
account oi Allen G Reiff et. al., executors a trial. You can save money on your
of Aaron H. Freed, late of Franconia, de
footwear and get shoes that are just as
ceased.
in every way as those that have
No. 21—Landes—March 17—First and final good
costing you higher prices.
account of Catharine C. Landes, admrx. of been
If you could visit our large factories
‘.Daniel A. Lani.es, late of Franconia,-de
at Brockton, Mass.# and see for yourself
ceased.
how carefully W. L. Douglas shoes are
No 22—Bornbman—March 17—First ac
count of John 8. Borneman, executor of made# you would then understand why
Isaac S. Borneman, late of Souderton, de they hold their shape, fit better and
wear longer than other makes.
ceased.
,
C A U T I O N — W. L. Douglas name and price is
No 28—Miller—March 17—First and final stamped on the bottom to protect the wearer against
prices and inferior shoes.. T a k e No S u b s ti
account of the Montgomery Trust Com thigh
u t e . If W. L. Douglas shoes are not for sale in your
pany, admr. of Rebecca Miller, late of vicinity, write for Mail Order Catalog. W.L. Douglas,
Seattle, Kings county, Washington, dec’d. Brockton,Mast.---- p q j j SALE B T -----No. 24—PRIEST (now Perry)—March 17First and final account of the Montgomery
P. FENTON,
Trust Company, guardian of Ida M. Priest, W .
now Ida M. Perry, late a minor.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
No. 25—Sherid—March 17—First and final
account of Rachel Sherid, admrx. of Ma
tilda Sherid, late of Norristown, dec’d.
No. 26—Acker—March 18—First and final
account of Jacob K. Yost, admr. of Caro
line S. Acker, late of Norristown, dec’d.
No. 27—Rittenhodse—March 18—First and
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
final account of Henry W. Kr„tz, surviv
ing trustee under wii) of Henry R. Rlttenhouse, late of Upper Providence, dec’d, Manufacturer and Dealer in All
for Charles A. Rittenhouse, now deceased.
No. 28—Strabrle—March 18—First and
Kinds of AMERICAN and
final account of the Royersford Trust Com
pany, admr. of Margaret 8traehle, late of
FOREIGN
Royersford, dec’d.
No. 29—1 ice—March 18—First and final ac
count of Charles E. Doddridge, guardian
of Fred. McGiuley Rice, late a minor.
No. 30—Fitzpatrick (now McNeill)March 18—First and final account of the
Norristown Trust Company, guardian of
Mary Fitzpatrick, now McNeill, late a
minor.
Also Old Granite Work Cleaned
No. 31—Miller—March 18—First and final
account of the Norristown Trust Com
to Look Like New.
pany, guardian of Sarah S. Miller, said
ward being now deceased.
Special attention given to cleaning
No. 32—8oule—March 19—Pirst end final Granite
Tablets, Copings and
account of Frederick 8. Roesch, admr. of all kindsMonuments,
of cemetery work no matter of
Jacob B. Soule, dec’d
how long standing or how badly discol
No. 33—Watson—March 19—First and final ored. Will guarantee to restore them to
account of George H. Watson, admr. of their original brightness without injuring
William J. Watson, late of Ablngton the Granite.
township, dec’d.
No. 34—Nice—March 19—First account of
Milton N. Nice, admr. of Harper Nice,
B W e promptly obtain U, S. and Foreign I
late of Whltpain township, dec’d.
No. 85—Gilbert—March 19—First and final
account of Joseph N. King, admr. c. t. a.
'Of William V. Gilbert, late of Hatfield
township, dec’d.
No. 36—Welsh—March 19—
rFirst and final
account of Bridget A. Welsh, admx. of [Send model, sketch or photo of invention fort
r free report on patentability. For free book, 1
Ellen Welsh, late of Norristown, dec’d.
No. 37—Abraham—March 19—Second ac Inow
toS ecurefM pr MARKS
count of Abtsba Stetson and Henry Pleas | Patents and
ants, executors of Daniel C. Abraham,
dec’d.
No. 38—voh—March 19 - First and final ac
count of Francis D. Fryer, exeentor of
Willoughby Poh, late of Douglass town
ship, dec’d.
Opposite U. S , Patent Office <
No. 89—W a d e —March 19—Final account of
W A S H IN G T O N D. C.
Montgomery Trust Company, guardian of
Charles Graham Wade, a minor, who is
now deceased.
8AMUfcL J. GARNER,
JpULL STOCK OF
Register of Wills and ex-officio Clerk of
Orphans’ Court.

S P R I N G
G O O D S!

32-ineli Pongee in Variety of Colors.

E. G. Brownback’s Store,
W. L. DOUGLAS

SHOES

HORACE STORB

r a r c it t

I will have tbe assistance of Daniel Shuler,
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no eflort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.
H T Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. -25

I f you want the best Seeds, Plant!
B ulbs, etc., call or write for a fire
copy of

D reer’s Garden Book

•56 pages, handsomely illustrated with I
colored and duotone plates, and tells how I
to plant and care for the vegetable and I
flower garden.
Be sure to secure a copy early.
J

HENRY A. DREER
714 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia J

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No
L aw n Fences tions are being closed out at greatly re
Cost less than duced prices.

wood. Lawn,Farm
and Poultry Fen
ces, Oates, Etc.
Highest grade.
Sell to users only
at manufacturers’ ,
prices. Establ’d j
1896. Cat. free, j
Hatfield# Pa.

M rs. F ra n c e s B arre tt’s,
Ma in S t ., N ea r S ta tio n ,

COLLKGKVIL1 ,K. PA.
Advertise Yonr Sales In the
Independent.

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY

Collegeville G rist Mills.
We have installed another new 30 H. P. water wheel, and with this additional power
we propose to do our custom work at very s h o rt notice. We are also equipped now with a
powerful Cider Press. We expect to give absolute satisfaction to those who will give us a
trial this coming apple season.

Headquarters for High Grade Feeds.
We say high-grade feed because we do not see what is known as the second-grades of
Bran, Middlings, etc. Our trade demands the BEST. Our customers, who include some
of the best experienced dairymen, farmers and poultry dealers of the this county, are of the
opinion that the BEST IS THE CHEAPEST. Consequently we are governed by their
opinion
Our Stock Includes:
MAIZELINE,
VICTOR FEED,
WINTER WHEAT BRAN,
CORN, OATS, WHEAT,
“
“ MIDDLINGS, COTTON SEED MEAL,
LINSEED MEAL,
SHUMACHER’S GRAINS FOR CHICKS,
. SUCRE NE,
IDEAL CHICK FEED,
SHUMACHER’S STOCK FEED,
CHOICE CRACKED CORN,
HEN-E-TA BONE GRIT8.
FLOUR—Topton’s Best, Acme, Globe, Cremo, Lily of Valley, and Graham.
SALT FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Our prices are POSITIVELY RIGHT. Our feed must give ABSOLUTE SATIS
FACTION. Our aim is to. please our customers.

F. J. C L A M E R , Proprietor.
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

L ight Y ouh H ous® with Gas

HEALTH FORCES
DEFEAT DEATH
Thirteen Thousand Five Hundred
Lives Saved in Two Years.
SHOWS

And have MODERN PLUMBING FIXTURES installed with
a satisfactory GASOLINE ENGINE for pumping
your water by writing to

GEORGE F. CLAMER,
CONTRACTOR FOR

Plumbing, Heating & Lighting Apparatus
i-j2.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA,

Carriage and Wagon Building,
Repairing o f all kinds will be
done at reasonable prices.
Rubber-Tiring a specialty.
Have now on band for sale; 2 runabout
wagons, in good order.
1 single phaeton, just remodeled.
1 2-seated surrey, cheap.
1 spring wagon, no-top.
Residence and Shop, Cross Key, Corner of
Ridge Pike. Respectfully yours,
R. H. GRATER,
RELIABLE LUMBER.
P. O. Address, Collegeville, Pa.
Its importance is recognized by experi Keystpne ’Phone.
enced carpenters and builders. They kuow
that good work can only be done with
good material. We sell
R E L IA B L E L l'H B E K .
The cost of this being down to the low
est it is a potent factor in enabling esti
0~"~-=
=
~-o
mates to be brougbt to figures which will
C C P P N C L J I P ’C
defy competition.
Get prices on Hard and Soft Lumber,
Sash, Doors, Trim, etc.

SALEandEXCHANGE

W. H. GrRISTQCK’S SONS
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

STABLES.

TEAMS TO HIRE.
RAILROAD HOUSE

ICOLLEGEVILLE,PA.

THE ENTERPRISE”
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'o r k s .

When in Norristown, Pa..
STOP AT THE

H. S. BRANDT, * Proprietor.
Walnut Street and Seventh
Ave., Royersford, Pa.

RAMBO HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
— oOo—

First-elass Accommodations for Man

FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.

and Beast.

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and Gernqan spoken.
oOo-

P. K. Gable. Proprietor.
W W W

THE BEST HARNESS
M ADE TO O R D E B .
Full stock of harness supplies, saddles,
bridles, boots, blankets for summer and
winter, stable brooms, combs, brushes, <&c.
REPAIRING OF HARNESS a specialty.
Also choice grade, cigars. 8peclal atten
tion to box trade.

W. E JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA

K

o r r i s t o w n

herald

B O O K B IN D E R Y . Binding,
Job Ruling, Perforating, Paging, Numbertag, Blank Books for Banks and Business
Houses, given special attention. Magazines
bound and repairing done quickly and
cheaply. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
Address,
THE HERALD PUBLISHING COMPANT.
Subscribe for The Independent.
RIGHT PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAR

TR A D E M A R K S
D esign s
C o p y r ig h t s A c .

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securingpatents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.

A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest dreolation of any scientific Journal. Terms,
_________
$3 a
yew ; four months, fL Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN
& C o ® N e w York
Branch Office. 026 F St* Washington. D. C.
[J^gr5AH kinds of Job Print
ing tastefuUy executed at the
Independent Office at reasona
ble prices. You patronage will
be appreciated.

GAIN

Three Million Dollars Spent In Con
servation of Public Health Shows a
Saving of Twenty-Three Million Dol
lars to the Commonwealth — Diph
theria, Typhoid and Tuberculosis
Give Way Before the 8teady Ad
vance of State’s Health Officer*.
f

You can now have your Home Lighted w ith GAS
in the Country, and HEATED w ith Steam
or Hot Water.

ENORMOUS

- ' '
'
'
The preeioue lives of thou
sands of littla children have
been spared because the state in
its wise beneficence has furnish
ed diphtheria antitoxin to the
poor.
Typhoid fever is killing 2500
less people per year in Pennsyl
vania than it did four years ago.
Tuberculosis now claims 1000
lives less.a year in this state.
Education and co-operation of
the people in health matters,
backed by vigorous support of
the public press, is helping Com
missioner Dixon to win out (n
war against disease.
Industries seek states where
health records show low death
rate.

^
................. T ^ = --------------- ^
„ ia the last five years the state of
Pennsylvania has been engaged in
conservation work Of an extremely
important and fundamental kind. With
President Roosevelt it believes that
the preservation of the people’s nat
ural resources should begin with the
preservation of the people themselves.
The public cannot conscientiously per
mit the wasteful sacrifice of its forests
and its other forms of natural wealth,
but even less conscientiously can it
permit the wantom sacrifice of its
children's lives.
In maintaining a fully ' equipped
state health department and engaging
on a large scale in this great warfare
against disease, Pennsylvania has tak
en a -foremost stand for real modern
civilization. The creation of govern
mental agencies for the preservation
of the public health marks a new con
ception of governmental responsibil
ity. The work thus far marks orfly
the beginning—merely suggests the
good which this department, under
the direction of Dr. Samuel G. Dixon,
the commissioner, has in view.
In the last thirty years the atti
tude of the public towards ill health
has radically changed. Until the re
searches of that resourceful genius,
Louis Pasteur, disclosed the real
cause of contagious diseases, the aver
age man’s conception was practically
that which had prevailed In the mid
dle ages. The infections were merely
manifestations of the inscrutable
wisdom of Providence, expressions of
divine wrath; punishments for sinful
human kind. Even the scientist re
garded them as fundamental facts of
nature, like death itself, which every
one must uncomplainingly accept. Pas
teur, however, In a few masterly ex
periments. brushed aside all this ig
norance and superstition. He showed
th at all contagious diseases had a
clearly defined and obvious origin.
They were not mysterious, visitations,
without tangible cause and insuscep
tible to tangible control. They were
caused by an Infinitely large univers®
of Infinitely small forms of vegetable
and animal life. He demonst-ated
th at the connection between these
malevolent micro-organisms and the
ensuing disease was as close as that
between sunlight and heat. And he
also Immediately drew the inevitable
conclusion. If the world were once
rid of these organisms, he declared.
It would be rid of contagious diseases:
‘lit is now within the power of the
world”—such was the deduction
which he drew from his experiments,
“to rid itself of ay contagious dis
eases.”
8etting Pace in Health Work.
This was the goal at which Pasteur
aimed; that has been the goal at
which all movements for Improving
the people’s health have necessarily
aimed since. And this was the ulti
mate ambition which led, five years
ago, to the organization of the Penn
sylvania State Department of Health,
a Pennsylvania in which there shall
be no young men and women lan
guishing away with tuberculosis: a
Pet nsylvania in which no children
shall die of diphtheria; a Pennsylva
nia in which there shall be no ty
phoid, no scarlet fever, no smallpox,
no meningitis, no dysentery, no ma
laria—this Is the kind of Pennsylvania
which the State Department of Health
hopes ultimately to create. It does
not expect to reach this goal in a
year, or ten years, perhaps not In a
single generation, but this Is the ideal
that It has constantly In mind. It re
cognizes the fact that, so long as any
of these diseases exist, their preva
lence is a distinct reproach to the
state. It Is a reproach simply be
cause the method eliminating them 13
known. The old theory of government
as a power which protects its citi
zens only from foreign foes and native
marauders Is giving way to new star
dards of civilisation. The greatest
enemies to tha state are those which

are unseen, and thq first duty of an
enlightened commonwealth is to pro
tect Its people against them. Other
states are gradually rising to this new
conception, but’ Pennsylvania now
clearly heads them all, for in n >
other state is the battle against the
common enemy beipg waged on so
large a scale as here. The experi
ment, therefore* Is not only of ex
treme Importance to Pennsylvanians
but as an example to the nation and
the world.
Does It Pay.
Naturally the people are interested
to learn precisely how the large ^ums
the state is investing annually in good
health is being spent; what are its
dividends, as measured in the actual
saving of human lives? Is Pennsyl
vania a richer, a more healthy com
monwealth now than it was four years
ago? Is the average citizen less like
ly to acquire a mortal disease—less
likely to die If he does acquire one?
In exchange for Its generous appro
prlations Pennsylvania has received,
first of all, a considerable reduction in
, its death rate. Not so many people
die here now as died in 1906, the year
when the new department began Its
organized work.
The citizens of
Pennsylvania, especially its little chil
dren. stand a better chance than they
formerly did of reaching mature life
and a green old age. Mortality sta
tistics do not commonly furnish ex
citing reading, but, when conside-ed
from this point of view, they make
an emphatic personal appeal. Thus,
in 1906 and 1907, the death rate In
Pennsylvania per thousand of popula
tion was 16.5; in 1908, it had dropped
to lb.7, and in 1909 to 15.3. At first
glance this may not seem a remark
able diminution, but in a state with a
population of more than 7,000,000 even
a fractional decrease Is a substantial
gain. This appears when one figures
precisely what this slight numerical
drop means in the actual saving of
human lives. Had the death rate of
1906 and 1907 prevailed in 1908, pre
clsely 5519 more people would have
died than actually succumbed. Had
this same rate applied in 1909, Instead
of the decreased percentage recorded
by the Bureau of Health, just 838*!
men, women and children now living
and presumably in good health and
spirits, would have rendered their
final tribute to nature. In other
words these m atter of fact statistics
when interpreted in their real rela
tion to the welfare and happiness oi
the state, mean the saving to the state
of 13,907 lives.

7
do the same today among' the poor m
Pennsylvania were it not for the anti
toxin which the state provides free.
That large numbers of unprotected
children have died most shocking
deaths in the past for the sole reason
that their parents were too poor to
afford them anti-toxin, is a melancholy
reflection, but these things will not
happen In the future. In every corner
of Pennsylvania, usually at well known
drug stores, there are now stations for
the free distribution of anti-toxin,
numbering 650. Whenever any poor
man s child falls ill with diphtheria,
his physician, by making out a proper
application, can secure free all the
anti-toxin he needs to effect a cure.
Since October, 1905, the Health De
partment has in this way distributed
49,443 packages of anti-toxin. It has
treated 19,929 sick people, mostlv chil
dren, who, but for the state’s Inter
vention, would have been neglected. In
the old days about 10,000 of these chil
dren would have died; as a m atter of
fact, only 1725 died. Nearly all those
who died were children who did not
. receive the antl-toxln until the late
stages of the disease. The detailed
statistics of the department show that
the earlier the sick child receives the
anti-toxin, 'thd greater his chances of
recovery. These facts should empha
size the pressing need, in all cases,
not only of antl-toxln treatm ent, but
of this treatm ent at the earliest pos
sible time. The department has also
thoroughly tested the powers of anti
toxin as an Immunizing agent. Diph
theria, as every one knows, is one of
the most virulently contagious dis
eases. It travels like lightning from
the sick to the well. In the crowded
homes of the poor, many of them ideal
culture tubes for the growth of th**
microbes, its virulence is espeeiallv
marked. The department in three
years has immunized with anti-toxi"
14,537 persons, nearly all children
who had been exposed to the diseas®
Of these only 251 acquired it—a littffe
more than one per cent. The Stat®
ifepartment of Health’s free distrib®
tion of antitoxin to the poor, ther®
fore, has saved over 8000 lives at a®
average cost of seven dollars each and
prevented contagion in several thou
sands of cases at on average cost o '
two dollars.
Battle Against Tuberculosis.
In its attitude towards the gre®*
problem of tuberculosis, the state gov
ernment also shows this keen sec ~
of responsibility for the. safety of tb people. The department of health r®*
garde all the tuberculosis poor as In ®
large sense the wards of the state. I‘®
efforts, in the first place, are to pr®
vent them from falling victims to thi:insldlous disease, and In the secon'1
to assist materially in quring thos®
who have become Infected.
The death rate from tuberculosis l®
this state has fallen from 134 to 12®
per one thousand of population in
four years. This means a saving o'
1000 lives annually.
In the m atter of tuberculosis, how
ever, the death rate tells only' a snorll
part of the story. Any work fin im
proving conditions must be funda
mental, and it will necessarily tak®
many years before extensive resuP®
are obtained. What the department
has done has been to lay the founda
tion of comprehensive attack. From
Its laboratory investigations of the
tubercle, bacillus to its especially
equipped sanatoria, there is no as
pect of the disease that it does no*
study and combat. It aims to enter
at every stage into the life of the tu
berculous poor. To many citizens the
state government is more or less of
an indefinite idea; they seldom come
into contact with It as a living, acting
entiiy; if you are once stricken with
tuberculosis, however, especially if you
are poor, the commonwealth of Penn
sylvania becomes physically manifest
in your daily lives. In the medical in
spection, in the physician and In the
nurses the state ceases to be an eco
nomic abstraction and becomes a kind,
helping, fostering personality.

Human Lives as State Assets.
This fact has an immense personal
meaning for all people of the state—
among these rescued lives might have
been your own, your wife’s, your
child’s; but they also have a value
which is measurable in dollars an11
cents. The political economists now
recognize that the most valuable kind
of wealth is the human life—that hu
man labor is worth at least five tlm®s
thac of all other forms of capital.
Even the newly landed Immigrant, ac
cording to these investigators,* has a
per capita value of $875; that is. h®
adds just that much to the nation’®
capital. Professor Irving Fishe**. of
Yale, one of the foremost American
economists, has painstakingly figure'
the financial value to the state ef
every citizen at particular ages. A
new-born infant, says Professor Fish-.
er. Is actually worth $90, while a fivei
year-old child is worth $950. Frorr
this point on his value rapidly in
creases; at ten, could he be sold a’
auction, his market value would be at
least $2000; at twenty it would be
$4000, and at thirty, $4100. From thi= !
point the average human being begins
to lose value, in proportion to’ his rift
croasing productivity, until at fift'*.
Professor Fisher gives him a value of
only $700. This same authority place®
the worth of the average life lost bv
preventable diseases at $1700. Taking
this as a basis the decreased death
rate In Pennsylvania for the last two
years represents a money saving o*’
$23,641,900. The state, in other word®
The Dispensaries.
is just that much richer—has just th"t
If you are stricken down and cannot
much more available capital. For it* afford proper medical attendance,
actual expenditure to date of $3,000. there is always near at hand a free tu
000. including a large portion for per berculosis dispensary, established-for
manent improvements, it has taken in precisely cases of this kind. There are
more than $23,000,000. The earnings many thousands of patients in the
of the new Department of Health, con state who are still able to be about
sidered purely from the commercial and to follow the daily routine, per
standpoint, thus represent dividends haps even to support their families.
of more than 766 per cent in for.-- The 114 tuberculosis dispensaries are
years.
of especial assistance to this class
What is the value placed by the av The dispensary physicians have treat
erage citizen upon his children’s lives ed 21,^27 patients and actually cured
—hot the financial value estimated bv 712. while the condition of 2649 has so
the unemotional economist, but jthe greatly improved that the arrest of
worth in affection, good citizenship the disease is almost assured; S Here
and in all that holds the social oreani the sick man or woman Is received by
zation together? Is It good busine®® a professional nurse, who makes a
policy to save the lives of children a* complete first-hand investigation of
$7 apiece? Is it paternalistic and s<® the case. By questioning the patient
clalistic to protect them against d®r- she learns all the details of his family
gerous infections at the rate of $2 pehistory, his occupation, his- financial
head? That Is what the state of Peer-. resources, his surroundings, at home
syHanla is doing now. This conserva or at work—the latter particularly for
tive old commonwealth has reach ** the purpose of protecting his Intimates
that stage of paternalism where t i * a id associates from infection. This in
government will not sit quietly hr
formation she records for the use of
and watch a little child choke to death the physician, and the department.
with diphtheria when the expenditure
She follows up this preliminary talk
of a few dollars from the- public treas by
an inspection at the patient’s home.
ury will relieve its sufferings and save
Here her administrations amount to a
its life.
liberal eduration in the treatm ent of
Saving the Little Ones.
tuberculosis. She -instructs the patient
For the last ten years the practlr-l as to the proper handling of himself—
remedy for diphtheria has been avail how he must dress, how he must eat
able for the children of prosperous and sleep, and tells him of the well
households, but it has not been avail known ways of building up the nat
able for the poor. Since Von Behring’s ural resistance of his body. She also
Immortal discovery th at the blood advises all the other members of the
serum of a horse which has recovered household how to escape Infection—'
from diphtheria possessed wonderfu’ frequently discovers some members in
curative properties, and when intro the early stages of the disease and is
duced into the human organism, wou'd thus able to ward it off. The nurse de
usually destroy the disease, this for votes particular attention to diet—nu
mer scourge o f , childhood ha® los* trition being generally recognized as
one of the predominating factors in
nearly all its terrors. In the ol * i v
strengthening the body’s defenses.
diphtheria destroyed nearly ore i -d
of all the children it assailed. It weV<. She tells the housewife what to cook

and how to cook it. She -inquires par
ticularly whether there is a sufficient
supply of fresh eggs and milk. Per
haps the family is too poor to supply
the sick man with these necessities.
In that event the state itself provides
them. The dispensary nurses have
made 133,444 visits of the kind de
scribed above.
Life at Mont Alto.
Tbis, however, is only one depart
ment of this life-saving work. Any one
who wishes a graphic idea of the
state’s sanatorium work should visit
the tuberculosis colony at Mont Alto.
Here, at an elevation of 1600 feet
above the sea, amid the breeze swept
mountain pines, he will find nearly
800 men, women and children, under
the care of physicians and nurses,
bravely seeking to combat the disease
in the fresh air and sunshine. Labor
atory Investigations have many times
proved that the tubercle bacillus, once
exposed to the light and air, shrivels
up like a guilty thing and perishes;
and the state, in this unique sanator
ium. is giving its tuberculous poor
their one great chance of overcoming
the disease. This Mont Alto site is sit
uated in the midst of a state forest
reservation of 5500 acres. It Is high,
cool, dry, with an abundance of fresh
spring water, tillable soil upon whichmany of the household supplies can
be raised, and all the attractions of
nature to make pleasant and peace'ul
the lives of the patients. There Is a
village of specially constructed cot
tages in which the incipient cases live,
and a large, well equipped hospital
buildipg for the advanced cases. At
this sanatorium Pennsylvania has
•treated up to Dec. 31, 1909, 2365 pa
tients, a large number of whom have
been permanently cured and a still
larger number so effectually strength
ened that they are in far better condltiorf than formerly to fight the dia
ease.
Ground Is now being cleared for a
second ®tate sanatorium on the beau
tiful ®i*e at Cresson, which Mr. Car
negie has ao generously given to the
commonwealth, and a third site 1ms
b?®-n se e d e d in the/foot hills of tha
Blue morn'ains; near Hamburg, in t i e
eastern end of the state.
For Pure Water.
In fighting such a widely prevalent
disease as typhoid fever, the useful
ness of a central state health qrganizatlon is especially demonstrated.
Agaihst typhoid a local board is prac
tically helpless. This is because the
chief sources of infection are the wa
ter courses. Our rivers unfortunately
do not recognize state or county lines.
A municipality may prevent water pellution from the banks within its o n
jurisdiction, but cannot prevent it in
other sections. Pittsburg may step its
owh citizens from sewering into the
streams, but she cannot stop o+’mr
communities from polluting the wa
ters from which she draws her own
supply. And the discouraging fac* is
that, while one town may refrain fn m
polluting the stream so that anof'®er
further down may not have to drink
its filth, its own water supply mav be
polluted by less conscientious neigh
bors living up-stream.- Up to the year
1905 man in Pennsylvania aDueared
to have lost the natural instincts of
the'low er animals and seemed indif
ferent to the danger of loading his
system with that which nature has
once throwr off as poison. Man. un
like the beasts of the field, had taken
on the habit of discharging his cif’al
into the streams from which he took
his drinking water. Only some cen*r*l
body, which has absolute control over
all water courses, can accomplish a
general purification of the streams.
The legislature recognized this ne
cessity for central control when in
1905, it placed all water courses so
far as public sanitation was conc®r®°1,
under the jurisdiction of the governo-.
attorney general and commissione- of
health. But there are also other nnvate sources of pollution—especi®” v
the old-fashioned privies and wei’s
which still are found in large num
bers, overflowing into streams Th-se
the department of health has now t'm
power to abolish. The department *as
in file complete and detailed man®
showing all the state’s water cour®es,
large and small. Whenever a case of
typhoid fever Is reported it can Im
mediately put its finger on the water
shed where the disease originated and
investigate accordingly. No municipal
ity can now construct water works
without first obtaining the state’s ap
proval of its plans. It cannot b-iH
sewerage plants without similar con
sent; Acting through these broad pow
ers, the health departm ent,. thvcjhgh
Its army of inspectors, has penetrated
the remotest recesses of the state, in
specting premises, noting palpable
nuisances, investigating water and
sewerage systems.
A wholesome
clean-up has ensued. In most cas°s the
individuals and municipalities aff°c'ed
have realized the necessity of reme
dial measures and have accepted the
work in a proper spirit. Up to dat° it
has inspected 256,628 premises in rn~a!
districts and caused the abatement of
18,945 pollutions. It has issued 204 de
crees requiring changes in public w*
ter works. Under its advice and sug
gestion, all over the state, cities and
municipal bodies have awakened and
voluntarily begun to improve ' their
water supplies. Under the supervis
ion of the department sixty-seven sew
age disposal plants and thirty-five wa
ter filter plants have been built or are
now under construction.
Typhoid Cut Down.
The purification of the state’s drink
ing water is a large task and will take
many years, but already the improve
ments have cut the typhoid dea’h r~ *e
in half. In 1906, 56.5 out of every 100,000 people died from this disease; in
1907, 50.3; in 1908, 34.4, and ia 19 " .
23.9. That is there are now li
i
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FARM AND GARDEN,
NO FEAR OF BEEF TRUSTS.

Golden Words of Wisdom Anent the
“Back to 'th e Farm" Slogan.
Here is the view of a Vermonter,
who signs himself “A Farmer From
Town,” in a recent letter to a New
York paper:
We in the hills have watched with
great interest the widely varying com
ments on the high prices and means
DAHLIA JACK ROSE.
for restoring less costly living.
This Flower One of the Most Profitable
“Back to the farm is the only reme
That Can Be Grown.
dy,” but what will induce labor to go
Farm ers'who grow flowers for profit back to producing food? The farming
as a side line—and this appeals partic
ularly to some of the farm ers’ wives population, a fairly large proportion,
who live hear good , sized towns—are has simply asserted its right to choose
assured by L. K. Peacock of Berlin. where to work for a living. If labor
N. J„ who produces many kinds of prefers to build automobiles or to man
flowers, that /the; dahlia- jack rose is icure ladies’ hands or even, as we see
onfe of the m ost, profitable blossoms. it, to make cheap wrappers in a New
Mr. Peacock cut blooms last season England factory town rather than
that brought $6 per hundred, while a
Massachusetts man sold his output at work on a farm, what is to be done?
The only way to make those one
$t.50-a dozen. As to. this rose Mr. Pea
time fanners go back to work on the
cock writes:
•‘Now. after another year’s growing, land is to make it pay, and th at would
during which we had several acres, mean higher prices than are now paid
we can only add to the praise extend- the farmer. At present 7 cents per
pound, dressed, is the best the farmers
of this region receive for beef, 3 cents
per quart for milk richer in fat than
most th at is sold in cities, and vegeta
bles for nearly nothing back from the
railroads. But already “the ultimate
consumer” pays more than he wishes.
The remedy is back to the farm with
“the ultimate consumer” himself! if
he will forego fashionable clothes,
champagne and canvasback duck, be
content with the best beef, mutton and
chickens, milk, cream, cheese and but
ter th at any market affords, the city
rebel could, with no more than a few
thousand invested in land and $500 a
year, live like a lord in lovely sur
roundings and spend some time in
town as well.
If, like us, he chops and hauls some
of his own wood, plows his own land
and cares for his own garden, $2,500
to invest and $200 a year wonld give
freedom and good living—hard for well
to do folks to find in town.
On the farm we have no fear of beef
trusts nor of illness. When six months
idleness follows a sickness we have a
year’s fuel ready, some “critters” to
DAHL1A JACK BOSS.
sell, a cellar full of vegetables and an
ed by us last year, it was the health unfailing supply of rich milk from
iest plant we had on the place, the which we make our butter and cheese.
first to get into bloom, and every flow
er was perfect the entire season, which
To Build Lime Spreader.
In our location was a most trying one
Very useful as a farming adjunct is
owing to the extended droughts. True,
the stems were not as long as they a distributer for spreading lime, ashes
should have been, but they were as or bone on land. A machine built for
long as those of Sylvia, recognized by this purpose by a New York farm er is
all as a first class flower with good thus described:
The axle of an old mowing machine
stems, and later In the season many
jack rose stems averaged longer than is first cut in two and made as long
any of the recognized standard va as the machine is to be. Five col
rieties. Almost every special order for lars are then shrunk on to the axle
equal distances apart in such a man
cut flowers included the jack rose. '
“Another thing not to be forgotten ner as to bold the four feed bars about
is the forcing quality of the jack rose, one inch from the axle. One by th ree
which is even today being placed on eighths inch iron feed bars are then
the market and sold at prices far fastened to the collars with tap bolts
above chrysanthemums, as it has that and the heads cut off and riveted, mak
brilliant, rich crimson th at appeals to ing a cylinder which acts as a force
all and cannot be found in the chrys feed when revolving with the wheels
anthemum—a decidedly richer shade The same wheels and ratchets are
than found even in the jacqueminot used th a t were on the old mowing ma
chine. so it can be put in and out of
rose,’*
gear.
The sides of the hopper are con
A New Kind of Corn From China.
A small lot of shelled corn o t a kind structed of one and one-quarter inch
that is new to this country was sent lumber, and the ends are made of two
to the United States department of inch hard wood, with iron plates
agriculture from Shanghai, China, in screwed on where the axle passes
1908 and tested the same season, it through to prevent wearing. The in
proved to have qualities th at may side of the hopper is made one-half
make it valuable in breeding a corn inch longer than the force feed cyl
adapted to the hot and dry conditions inder, so it will work easily. The
of the southwest. The plants raised ends and sides of hopper are made
in the test averaged less than six feet separately and put together on the
in height, with an average of twelve machine. The whole bottom of the
green leaves at time of tasseling. The machine is then ‘covered with heavy
ears averaged five and one-half inches galvanized iron with a 1 by 2 inch
in length and four and one-third inches
in greatest circumference, with six
teen to eighteen rows of small grains.
Ou the upper part of the plant the
leaves are all on one side of the stalk,
instead of being arranged in two rows
on opposite sides. Besides this, the
upper leaves stand erect instead of
dropping, and the tips of the leaves
are therefore above the top of the tas
sel. The silks of the ear are. produced
at the point where the leaf blade is
joined to the leaf sheath.
This corn is very different from any
now produced in America. Its pecul
LIME DISTRIBUTER.
iar value Is that the erect arrange
ment of the leaves on one side of the
stalk and the appearance of the silks hole every six inches, and over this
in the angle where the leaf blade joins a false bottom is placed so it will slide
the sheaf offer a protected place in toward either end to regulate the feed.
which jwllen can settle and fertilize This false bottom is held in place with
the silks before the latter are ever ex three straps made of hoop iron, fas
posed to the air. While this corn may tened to the sides of the hopper and
be of little value itself, it is likely that worked with a lever a t the back. The
by crossbreeding these desirable qual force feed must work very closely to
ities can be Imparted to a larger corn. the holes in the galvanized iron to
The discovery of this peculiar corn prevent clogging. The pole is bolted
in China suggests anew the idea that, to a 4 by 4 inch stick as long as the
although America is the original home hopper. This stick is fastened eight
of corn, yet it may by some me^ns een Inches in front of hopper by bolt
have been taken to the eastern hemi ing it solidly to the two draft irons
sphere long before the discovery of made of 2 by half inch iron a t eaeh
America by Columbus. From descrip end. through which the akle passes,
tions in Chinese literature corn is and two heavy braces which hold the
know n, to have been established in hopper in position.
Chlua within less than a century after
New Variety of Fruit.
the voyage of Columbus.
The pecott is the name given to a
new variety of fruit that seems to
Hay Consumed by Animals.
The hay -consumed by different ani have originated in the Yakima valley,
mals does not vary greatly from three near North Yakima. Wash. Two men
pounds daily for each hundred pound working separately, each without the
weight of the animals. The following knowledge of the other, reached the
table is the result of various experi same results. The frnit is a cross be
ments by different persons and will be tween the peach and the apricot. It
useful to farmers who wish to deter is not so large as the peach, but is
mine by calculation beforehand how earlier than either the peach or apri
their hay will hold out for the winter: cot. It will be valuable as an early
Working horses. 3.08 pounds: milk fruit because it comes into bearing
cows, 2.40 pounds; young growing cat and ripens soon after strawberries are
tle, 3.08 pounds; steers. 2.84 pounds; in the market. It is earlier than the
dry cows. 2.42 pounds; sheep, 3 pounds. earliest peaches and has a fine flavor
All the articles enumerated in this It has a beantiful yellow color, with
food table are estimated as of good a bright red cheek, making it an a t
quality. If the fodder be of poor qual tractive fruit when nicely boxed and
ready for the market.
ity more must be allowed.

Farm and
G ard e n

[CONTINUED FROM PA GE SEVEN.]

2363, people who, had the death rate of
1906 prevailed in 1909, would have
died.
, I believe enough has been said to
convince you that Pennsylvania’s citi
zens have been made richer in health'
happiness and industrial vigor and the
state rendered more attractive, both
for residential and manufacturing pur
poses and for the mere joy Of life, b?
the application of the grand health
laws of 1905.'
You cannot capitalize human tears
and mental anguish.
You cannot estimate In dollars the
world’s loss through the pessimism en
gendered by / premature death, dieease or the despair of poverty, which
may follow both.
You cannot compute even the prin
cipal of the debt laid upon individuals,
communities or states by the morel
delinquencies that result absolutely
from physical suffering alone.
. But we can rejoice when we know
beyond all doubt th at in every yesuntimely derth has been shut out of
more than 8000 of our homes and that
at least 50,000 of our people are an
nually spared the ravages of acute dis
eases.
And with a pride blended ’vHifS
thankfulness we can rejoice in th ■
spirit of Pennsylvania’s fostering ca for her people which made these r<
auks possible.

SOM E D E FIN IT IO N S
—- FR O M

TH
rEEIEi -----

•3 NEW WEITZENKORN DICTIONARY S S U IT S . Formerly it was the custom to have them made to order,

but man’s temper and patience was exhausted at the repeated misfits.
To-day ^he man who goes to the merchant tailor is either easily
satisfied or has “fatty degeneration” of th e pocketbook. Our new Spring “Fashion” Suits, made from
handsome all-wool cloths, are priced: $10, $12,
$15, $18, $20, $22, $25. Glance in our windows.
H A T S : Covering for the head gives sanitary

protection for the scalp. King H enry VIII used to
change his hat tw elve tim es a day. Some say it
was vanity, but more likely it was comfort for his
bald head. Too bad he lived before Hawes or Stet
son’s were made. New Hats, Stiff and Soft, that
w ill bp comfortable and becoming to any head,
$1.00 to $3.50.

UUL) ELECTION SIGNS.

The 8igns Are In Washington, the
Elections Elsewhere.
“Of course we don’t have any elec
tions of our own,” said a man from
Capyrtflrt.
Washington, “but we have election inab y
O V E R C O A T S : Outer garment for men.
L. ADLER,
timations, if I may call them that,
PROS. A CO.
which can’t be duplicated anywhere
Worn to keep the warmth in and the doctor bills
else in the country.
out. Spring Coats in Gray, Black and Mixed Pat
“You’see, when we Washingtonians
want to vote We’ve got to do It some
terns, $12.50, $15, $18, $20 and $25.
where else, and' as most of us have a
lingering fondness for the franchise
we are pretty likely to hang on to a
residence somewhere outside the Dis
trict.
“We especially like to do it because
THE OLD AND RELIABLE PROVEN VALUE GIVERS SINCE 1864.
it makes us feel as if we had some
sort of weapon to flourish before the
observing eyes of the politicians who
may have something to say about our
hold on our jobs, and when the time
comes to go home to vote we visibly INCORPORATED RAY 13. 1871.
swell with importance.
“Naturally a national election is the
one th at catches us all a t once, and, it
is then th at the intimations I spoke of
do most abound. The papers are full
of advertisements of loans for election
expenses. Department clerks can be
accommodated with sums covering
their railway fare, new clothes for
the trip and a substantial margin over
OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY
and above necessary items. The inter
est is a bit high, but a clerk who is
pining to go back home to splurge a
bit is willing to mortgage his re
sources for the pleasure.
“These offers of loans fill columns
of the daily papers. Alongside of them
are other advertisements, all turning
Insurance In Force: $12,000,000.
on the one theme, the election. ‘Buy
yourself a new suit to go home and
vote ini’ The grammar is a bit off,
but the prices are asserted to be all Office o f (he Company t
right.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
“In the shop windows there are doz
A. D. FETTEROUF, Secretary.
ens of election placards: ‘Ju st the hat
Spring Shoes and Oxfords are now
to wear when you go home to vote,’ II. W. KRATZ, President,
‘Specials in suit cases for the election,’
in, and we are showing all the NEW SPRING MODELS for
Norristown, Pa.
‘Take a souvenir hatpin to your best
girl when you go home to vote*’
the men and women who know. Handsome Black Leathers,
‘Swell suit for the election, only $1 a
week,’ and in a shoe store window,
Tan in New Shades, and Swedes in New Effects, etc.
‘Tramp, tramp, tramp, the boys are
marching—home to vote; wear ---- ’s
OXFORDS, ANKLE STRAP P lh lP S . One, two and
shoes and yon won’t get sore feet!*
Here is what you need.
“The railways offer special rates to
voters, and so it goes. You won’t find
There is no time like the three-Eyelet Pumps are new features.
anything like it in any other town."—
fiim
We’ve CHOICE FOOTWEAR also, for BOYS, GIRLS
present to assure yourself of

W E IT Z E N K O R N S ,

-

P O T T S T O W N .

SH S P R I N G F O O T W E A R K -

Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire

OUB STOCK COMPLETE.

Insurance Company

tare Agaiist Fire aid Stem

FARM ERS,

LOVE AND FLOWERS.

good crops for the future, es and CHILDREN. The handsomest we have ever shown.
pecially as your prosperity is
measured by the crops you pro
W E I T Z E N K O R N B R O S .
duce.
1 4 1 High Street,
POTTSTOW N, F A .
There is only one way to as
sure bounteous crops, and that
oa
is by using sufficient plant food.
If your manure does not reach,
you cannot afford to buy stable
manure; it is too expensive.
You should therefore use the
best Animal Bone Fertilizer ob
tainable.

The Advice a Discerning Woman Gava
Unto Her Daughter.
My daughter, wonldst thou know a
man’s secret? Go to the florist, then,
O simple one, for in him every man
reposeth his confidence.
Yea, by the flowers which he sendeth
a woman shall ye judge the quality
el a man’s love, likewise the quantity
and exact stage.
As violets pass unto roses, and roses
unto cheap carnations, and carnations
unto naught, so passeth his grand, pas
sion from the first throes into matri
mony.
Lo, a t the beginning of a love affair
mark with w hat care a man selecteth
his flowers in person, th at not a wilted
violet shall offend thine eyes!
Yet as time passeth he telephoneth
Our goods are sold entirely
his orders and leaveth it all to the
clerk. And there cometh a day when on their own merits, and where
he murmureth wearily, “I say, old
chap, make th at a standing order, will once used, always used.
you?”
We guarantee the different
Then the florist heaveth a sigh, for
he knoweth th at the end. is a t hand. grades to be in perfect mechani
Yea, this is the mark of an engaged
man who doeth his duty. So after the cal condition, and to produce
wedding bouquets all orders shall results.
C O L L E G E V IL L E
cease together, and until he seeketh
flowers for his wife’s grave th at man
A fair trial will convince.
shall not again enter a florist’s shop.
For stale carnations, bought upon
Manufactured by JACOB
the street eorner and carried home in
H. L. SA Y LO R, Prop.
a paper bag, are a fit offering for any TRINLEY, Linfield, Montgom
wife. Yet a funeral rejoiceth the flor
ist’s heart and maketh him to smiie, ery County, Pa., and for sale
All kind* of Cemetery Work in Plain
for he knoweth th at a widower’s next
order shall be worthy of a new cause by
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
and the game shall begin all over SI. T. HUN NICKER,
mm
anteed. Estimates furnished.
again.
Ironbridge,
Pa.
Vjerily, verily, my daughter, I charge
M a in St. Collegevilie,
thee, account no man in love until he J. K. CUEMM^R A SON,
hath gone forth Into the gardens and
Spring Haunt, Pa.
the fields and plucked thee a few dinky
pansifts or stray weeds with his own FRANK BARNDT,
The INDEPENDENT is a first-class advertis
hands.
Green Dane, Pa.
For when a man sendeth thee violets
ing medium in the middle section of Montgomery
it may mean only sentiment, and when HIULEGASS A KRAUSE,
Pennsbarg, Pa.
he sendeth thee orchids it may be only
county. If you have anything to sell—no matter
a bluff, but when he doeth real work JOHN H. FARINGER,
for any woman it meaneth business.
R. D. No. 3, Norristown, Pa. w hat—it w ill pay you to advertise in this paper.
mi( n u .

C U L B B R T ’S

D R U G

S T O R E

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Marble and Granite Works,

